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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

BURRILL & SON,

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIN WEEK.

GENERAL INSURANCE agents
BvERrix Bank Bldq.,

ELLSWORTH,

RRPRMKJIT

WK

Most

TUB

Reliable Home and Foreign
Lowest Rates

fk

ME.

Companies.

Compatible with Safety.

First Nat'l Rank—Stockholders* meeting.
1.0*1—a grip.
In bankruptcy— E*t Geo A Phillips.
Probate notice— E*t Edmund B Hodgkins.
Afmr notice— K*t .tames t olhr
Adn*r notice— E*t Nicholas F Curran.
Ailmr notice— Eat Cha* «i Parker.
Ex re notice—K*t John R Surr.
Exec notice— K*t Alice Harueant
Rockland, Hluehlll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Change In schedule
8 K. Chapman—Confectionery.
Wlrfgin A M note—Apothecaries.
E J Walsh—Shoe store.
C It Foster—Furniture.

Byrn—clothing.

Owen

MONEY TO LOAN
...1 ■*
..

The

in

aunts

to

suit

on

collateral.-

GEO.

H.

Improved

real estate

an

K J Davis—Furniture.
G A I'archer —A potliecary.
C harles H (.eland—Fruit and confectionery.
W R Parker Clothli g t oClothing.
J A Cunningham Confectioner.
A W t.reely- Jeweler.
It F Phillips—Raw furs

«

.—i

CO.,

GRANT

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

General Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH anil

BAR

AT KLLSWOKTH

h^ffcct

HARBOR, ME.

POST-OFFICE.

14, 1901.

Oct

Goino East—7.18 a. m., 8.G3 p. m.
Going West—||.M a. m., ft26 p. m.

I-KEEP
and in order to do

WARM—i

Train from the west arrives
parts for the west at 6.0’« p. in.
the west at ft.30 p in.

you must have warm clothing, and there
in the State to buy than of Owen Byrn,

is no better place
the Water street clothier.

CHILDREN’S SUITS, $1.25

and

12 to 17 years

upwards.
3-piece Suits, $3

Men’s Winter Suits,
HATS and CAPS in

and

upwards.

Bertha

ously HI In
vaccination, is

this year at Odd Fellows

evening, Dec.

great varieties,

wax-works

Louis D.

3p.

One of

below
noon

ladies’ committees of

the

at

a

sale of

the Hraith

store,

E. E. Joy’s, next Monday afterfrom 2 to 6 o’clock.

The

Junior

League of the

under thedireciion of Mrs. Ethel Powell.
Ladies

Coffee and cake will be served.
are requested to bring cake.

to these

elegant goods, done up attraet^y. 1^,0..^^™,^.

high school football
against I be camera hi
O-tgood’s photograph studio last week.
The camera scored. Ed ward Jordan, rigid
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CHRISTMAS
PERFUMES

l
|

(J.; L. C. Dennett, V. G.; Fred L. Mason,
secretary; J. A. Cunningham, treasurer;
John H. Leland, agent.
Tbe trustees of
last year

were

Belkin

renominated.

Mrs. Esther Dorr, formerly of Ellsworth, died at Bar Harbor last Wednesday, in tbe sixty-ninth year of her age.
She was tbe mother of tbe late Mrs.
Edgar Moore, of this city. Tbe body was
brought here for interment.
Tbe ladies of the Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps will give a free sociable in G. A.
R. ball, on Thursday evening. All members of the post, with their families and
families of the corps, are invited. Ladles
of tbe corps are requested to bring cake.

University

of Maine

has been

indefinitely postponed, owing

the many other attractions

holiday

to

during the

season.

committee of the Unitarian
society is arranging for another party to
be given at Odd Fellows hall on Friday
evening, Dee. 27- This party is given
at this time for the benefit of tbe many
Ellsworth young people who will beat
borne for the
Mr. and

holidays.
Mrs. A. F. Burnham expect to

leave this week

spend

the

Brockton, Mass.,

for

winter with

their

E. Brown. Tbeir trip may be delayed a few days by the interruption of
travel by tbe storm. Mrs. Burnbsm is at
present visiting friends in Pittsfield.
Mrs. D.

A
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SUBSCRIBE FOR

♦ form excellence,
A endeavor is to
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possible
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price.
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The cost of

perfumes

♦ right here, and you

City”

tbe

was

until

postponed

next Sunday evening. Other lectures wi'l
follow
by other sneskers. Rev. J. P
Slmonton
will preach ni the Baptist
church on Sunday evening, Dec. 29, on
“The Imperial City Reformer”.
J: H. Brimmer & Co.
eter In

front

hung

with

application for a
Daughters

Ellsworth

has

been
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of
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forwarded.

for
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those odors that are most
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enduring and mostjtrue to nature.
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IwiGGIN & MOORE,
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Prescription Druggists,

| Opp.
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Koyal

Arthur 8.

died

ST

NEW
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about town and entertaining at home.
She was deeply interested in everything
that promoted
humanity, and lived a
Mrs. Moore was
life full of usefulness.
(he widow of the late Charles E. Moore,
formerly county treasurer.”

YORK.
1

=-'JUS

*

A NEW AND COMPLETE
LINK OF

PERFUMERY

Thursday night
hotel, after only four dgys
Mr. Koyal was
pneumonia.
horn in Ellsworth, and this had always
He was fifty-eight years
been his home.
at

the Elmwood

AND

illness with

of age. He served in the Civil war in Co.
O, First Maine heavy aitillery, and saw
He leaves live
shout three years’ service.
Mrs
children—Mrs. Guy Pcavey and
Michael Denihan, of Kaugor; Mrs. Scott
Coattgan, of Brewer; Mrs Franklin Card
and Fred A Koyal,of Yarmouthviile. He is
survived also by three brothers and three
sisters—Charles VV. Koyal, of
Brewer;
Millard L. Koyal, of California; Stillman
S. Royal, of F. |*w*»rth; Mrs. K'len Stanley
ami Mr** Timm MrLaid, of Brewer, and
FuMrs
Caro ine Keniick, of Bangor.
neral services were held at the Elmwood
house SslurOHy afternoon.

a

heriy in
So

address.

ROYAL BAKING BOWDEN

There were two slight tires in Ellsworth
during the past week.
Thursday evening at the home of Mrs. J. C. Chilcott,
some clothing in a closet caught tire from
a stove near by.
Toe damage, which was
slight, is covered hy insurance.
Sunday,
at the house of Richard Jude, tire caught
about t he chimney. It was put out before much damage was done.
The

full

-■__J_...

posures.

council of the

your

few days

a

Alum is used in some baking; powders ami
in most of the so-called phosphate powders. because it is cheap, and makes a
cheaper powder But alum is a cot rosive
poison which, taken in food, acts injuriously upon the stomach,liver gtid kidney*

Royal Baker an\ Pastry
Cook”—containing over 800
most
practical and valuable
cooking receipts—free to every
Send postal card
patron.

thermom-

a

of their store

Royal Baking

The

ago, for the accommodation of themaetves and the shivering public.
In a
few nights, the thermometer disappeared.
Mr. Brimmer expects to find the thermnmohr back m it a place
again tome
morning, and thus save unpleasant ex-

far

there are thirty-three names on t tie list.
A meeting wilt be held Saturday evening,
at 7.30 o’clock,
at
the home of Mrs.
Martha J. Blaisdell, when temporary or
ganizHi i<»n will he formed. A'lmemb. rs
are reqiWs'ed to attend, as well as oi tiers
wtio would like t > join.

The Lnion shoe factory of this city
shipped t tiis week w hat is prohab'y I lie
largest case /of shoes ever sent out of a
Maine factory. There were twenty-five

can

its

purchase by

the

'v

j

Tap ey, who inspected the steam“Attsquin” at Boston last week,with

view of

be found as usual at

1

O. W.
boat

w

TOILET ARTICLES

;

[

»

Ellsworth,

d« zen pairs of shoes in the case, which is
destined for the PniSippine Islands. The
shoes were sh pped from Ellsworth to
Boston, and will there I e reshipped, in
the original esse, to the
Philippines.
The factory is now galling out a duplicate oi der.

Stouitigton and Tremont steamboat company, made his report to the company at
s
He found
meeting Monday evening.
the boar satisfactory In every particular,
and peculiarly adapted to the proposed
route.
She is a
more
expensive boat
than the company intended buying, but
at n meeting of the board of trade, called
The establish men t of t tie rural free
for this evening, the question of increasdelivery route last July from Ellsworth ing the subscription to purchase this
to Trenton, thence around to Goose Cove, j boat will he discussed. The met ting of t he
Pair p.iillt utiH Knot/ Ihp.mn h I'urulHu hau I hoard will be held at Manning ball at 7 30
members
virtually done away with I be three lat tei o’clock this event!.g. N* t only
the board, hut all citizens interested,
postotHots ever since the opening of the of
be
at that meeting.
are
invited
to
present
w
hn
v\
it
not
until
this
n**k
Ma<
t
route, yet
therfficeat (Joose Cove whs “officially” It is hoped there will he a large meeting,
as this is a matter in which every busidinconti nued. The offices at Oak Point
ness man in the city should be interested.
and Bayside an* *till nominally in txisi
ence, I hough iheir di*c<mt inuanrc may be
announced
at
time.
officMaily
any
COMING RVRRT8.

to the

wharf

to

lead.

The

“Lulu

W.

Eppes”

will take 70,000 brick to Bar Harbor, tor H. B Phillips, getting $2 a thousand freight, the highest paid tor years
The
“Forester” will
take lumber to
Northeast Harbor.
The
“L ttt.
tug
Bound Top”, which bAd been hauled up
for the winter, was tired up agaiu, and l*
keeping the channel open. The vessels
will tow out this afternoon. Ice is making iu the river and bay very fast now.

in

Augusta last week announced the
of

justices

for the

ensuing

Saturday, Dec 21,

Met hod st
Fair and sale of Junior league.
including refreshments, 10 cents.

Emery,

at Waldo and

Haucock in

Mrs. Haunah E. Moore, mother of Mrs.

Holmes, of this city, died at her
in Belfast Thursday, aged
over
ninety years. Mrs. Holmes is in Belfast.
A Belfast correspondent to a
Bangtr
paper says: “Although more than ninety
years had passed over her she was an ideal
type of the wiuter of life in its most
attractive form.
Until quite recently she
had been wonderfully smart, making calls
Uoscoe

MAINE

The cry In cold weather is for
hot drinks, and in rt si-un-e to
pupu'ar dt in nd, 1 have e-tab’dr-hed a hot drink department, a In re
with »h
ale,
you c*n be served clam
beef tea, coffee,
bouillon,

4.

*

^

■

a

•«

ve-try—
Tickets,

Zinc and Cii-inding Make
Devoe Lead and Ztuc Paint wear twice
Ad vt.
as lead and oil mixed by bund

as

long

S

^
^

tomato

CHRISTMAS CANDIES

l

S. E.

T Main Street,

are

all fresh-made

Sale

•

*•
<

►
•

»

bouillon, orangeade.

My candles
every day.

■

<

►

■

'\<[>
>

Saturday.

CHAPMAN,
Ki

s worth-

;J

—

p—VERY
MOST

BEST

IN

LIBERAL

QUALITY*

IN

HEASURE.

We have Teas and Coffees that are sure to suit you, no matter
how particular you are about the flavor and goodness.
We
get all our “beverage makers” direct from the localities they
grew in; we have our own special importers, and so
guarantee every pound to he A 1, tiptop quality.
Why

try

us

can

not

once?

Those handsome presents we CHINA & JAPAN TEA
R. B. Holmes, Hanager,
give away would make splendid
Christmas gifts. Look at them.
28 main st. Ellsworth.

LO.,

'-_.

----.-

W.

O.

TAPEEY,
General Insurance and Real Estate

home

llow Are Your Kidneys f
T>r. Hobbs' Sparagus Pills core all kidney Ills. Saro*
'ie free. Add. SterUcg Remedy Co.. Chicago or N* Y

STORE

ITiot^drinks ****::

i Special Candy

as

January; Penobscot in April; Sagadahoc
In August, Androscoggin in September;
Lincoln in October. Justice Savage will
preside at the April term in Ellsworth.

DRU(i
ELLSWORTH,

$

assignments of the two

Justice

at

PARCHER5

Friday evening, D *c. 27. at Odd Fellows
halt—Party by aocial committee of the;
Unitarian society.
1 T
Monday evening, Dec 30, at Odd Pellows hall —Ball by Senator Hale Hose Co.

year.

Ellsworth
justices are as follows: Chief Justice
Wiswell, at Penobscot county in January
and February;
Washington in April;
York in September; Hancock in October.
The

1

Thursday evening. Dec. 10, at Manning
hall—Sociable by
Esoteric
lodge. All
Masons Invited.
Ticket*-, 50 cents a
couple; extrH ladies, 25 cents

havoc in

parts of the State did very little
damage here. The roads was washed out
slightly in places, but uot so a9 to iuterrupt
travel.
Union river raised seveu feet iu
three days, and was at freshet pitch Monday. The cold snap checked further ris*and possible damage. The ice went out
of the river, so that navigation was temporarily resumed. The ice left the bay at
Surry, but as the smelters who had been
at work on it had moved off their tents,
there was no loss except in delay of fishing.
Chief Justice W is well at the law term

signment

x
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♦ that cannot he matched for uni- p

p feet odors at the lowest

--

Powder there is no
with
the
hands, no sweat of the
mixing
Perfect cleanliness, greatest facility,
brow.
sweet, clean, healthful food.

With

Owing to the storm last Sunday, Rev.
David Kerr’s lecture on “Who Ought to

other

Y dowers

BURRILL’S

Mackes Clea.rv Brea.d

to

daughter,

The storm which created such

TRY WALSH’S,

THE

he

xttjfcmisnncntB.

OF

SLIPPERS
THE

Out of it all

!

PROVISIONS! |

MARKET

-

ROYAL

y
l/ejok lodge, 1. O. O. F.t has nominated
office!^ as follows: Harvard C. Jordan, N.

The temporary opening of navigation
by last week’s thaw brought two vessel*

HAND-PAINTED CHINA FREE.
GILES

this

postponements

Jarley’s wax-works
show will not be repeated to-night; the

flLL—--—r net

IIOjac«X>OC^O <>CHXK<MXK <MX
r

various sorts.

arisen

has

announced that Mrs.

A. CUNNINGHAM.

-A HOUSEWIFE'S DELIGHT.

to Charles-

load for Barbados.

Considerable confusion
over meeting* and

aOOOCsaCHXtOOOOOQOOCewOvOOC £
mm

eleoleo

been

tesin.

The schooner *‘Wi lie L
Maxwell”,
Capt. J A Bowden, of this city, is run
winter.
Bin
log to tbe Wea» Indies this
sailed last week from Wilmington, N. C,

j! Fruit, Nuts, Tobacco, Cigars.

m

Methoditt

a fair and sale of fancy
8aturday evening, in the vestry,

articles

week

m

Donaqua

church will have

captain

L--

the

winter.

Good Mixture, 3 lbs. for 25c.
Broken, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Cream Mixture, I lb. for 10c.

j[(•

Cook, principal of the Ashby,

The old fashioned sociable of

candies!

<>

so.

lodge, K. of P., last Wednesday evening,
About tifly
was a very pleasant affitr.
coup es were present. Tbe K. P’s will
give a series of t nese sociables during tbe

BYRN—^

r

lust

home made candies

Christmas Packages^^^^^^^^^
s|>ecial attention

I

to accommodate tbe Ma-

the board cf trade.

Reform

Jarley

made at the

was

show

Congregational society will have

I call

given

Monday

James L. Cook, In this city.

and Mrs.

All these goods are suitable for Holiday presents, and I
guarantee you can save money by calling at my store it in
I have other articles too
need of any of the above goods.
I am pleased to show goods.
to mention.
numerous

AdoIIo Chocolates.

be

on

aia*s., grammar scuooi, is speuaing me
holiday vacation with hia parents, Mr.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

**

ball,

it has been decided not to do

STOCKINGS,
COLLARS,
CUFFS,

—OWEN

Arranging

evening that the
would be repeated this eveuing, but

show

FANCY SHIRTS,

MITTENS,

convalescent.

now

Senator Hale hose company is
for its annual ball, which will

Heavy weight, $3.50 up.

from 50c. to $2.00
‘GLOVES,

7.18 a m., deMall closes for

Giles, who has been seriBoston f|pm results following

Miss

Announcement

NECKWEAR.

rn.

The dancing school at Odd Fellows ball
will be held next Monday evening.
The first masonic sociable of the season
will be given by
Fsoteric lodge, tomorrow evening.
Officers of Wm. H. H. Rice post, O. A.
R., and the woman’s relief corps will be
installed Monday eveuing, Jan. 6.

UNDERWEAR, wool-fleeced, $1 per suit; 50c. per garment.

i

Wednesday

Tbe social

ULSTERS from $4.50 upwards.
OVERCOATS from $3 50 to $20.

•

at

to

sons, then postponed to accommodate tbe
wax-works show, Is
finally given up
altogether for this week to accommodate

glee club which was to have been given
Monday evening under the auspices of
tbe Onasouaon club of the high school,

SUNDAY.

so

fttotoirttacmcntf.

announced, In Manning ball; tbe (estival
rehearsal, changed from Thursday

chorus

The concert of the

MAIL CLOSER AT POST OFFICE.

Going East—6.30 a m.t ft 30 p. m.
Going Wkst-H .O a. m., 5 and 9.30 p.

x«»- fit.

1901.

*

Agent.

We write all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Heal
Estate, and collect rents. Also sell first-class Municipal and Railroad bonds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

The Ellsworth American

—

ELLSWORTH.

only COUNTY

paper.

]

CHRISTIAN

Topic Fop tl»c Week Rearlnnlnc Dec.
22—Comment by Rev.

S.

EDITED BY

gift* to our Ring.—Matt, ii, 1-12.
The story of the birth of Jesus is always an interesting one and particularly that part which ^ells of the coming
of the wise men from the east and of
their worship and gifts. Who these
wise men were, whence they came or
how tied led them to come we do not
know. Ingenious imaginary descriptions
have been given of them and of their
meeting together and their journey to
Bethlehem, guided by the star, but all
these descriptions are speculative. No
definite information has been given on
the subject, nor is it specially needed.
The fact that wise men did come
f:< in the east to sock and to worship
<
rist at i.is birth is the certain receded fact. We know also what they
pave to Christ aud it is this that con< eras us now. In their gifts they should
tract aud inspire us.
.»*
wise men gave themselves to
•
ist. They gave themselves to Christ
It took time aud
a great sacrilice.
aey, the endurance of hardship aud
sacrilice of comfort to make their
I ng journey to Bethlehem that they
.igbt prostrate themselves before
hrist aud practically offer lirst of all
themselves to Christ. If we have not
< nne
so, we should give ourselves to
< hrist.
Christ is our King, and the
ding wants tirst of all IIis subject—the
hive of his heart aud the consecration
i-:' his life. All other giving to Christ
;. in vain unless we tirst give ourselves
Him.
2. The wise men gave reverence to
< hrist.
They fell down and worshiped
J
in reverence.
We should also
ii
v >rship Christ and in every way ruanif st our reverence for Him. There is
» neb irreverence in the world today,
:
1 this spirit of our age has invaded
t
realms of our religious life. Sacred
things are lightly spoken of and lightly
esteemed. May it never lie so of our
attitude toward our King, but may
reverence and respect always characterize our attitude toward Him and all
that is Ills.
Ii. The wise men gave the best gifts
to Christ. They gave “gold, frankincense and myrrh.” These were their
Lest gifts—gifts such as were usually
liven to kings. Christ wants the best
ve have to give—our best time, our
best talents, our best love, our best
service. It Is best or nothing with
Christ.
4 The wise men gave natural gifts
to Christ. They gave evidently the
prodm ts of their own lands, for gold,
fra! kincense and myrrh were eastern
products. In other words, they gave
\vL: t
they had. This is a% Christ
wo. Id expect of them and all He ex* f
If we have much to give,
us.
pet
we should give much, but if we have
but little and give it In sincerity and
love t is just as acceptable to Him.
THE

I
pi t.

PRAYER

BIBI.E

LEADINGS.

To Do ftticht.

To

do right

simply because it is
right ; to obey without considering the
! * ost: to serve with no thought of guerdon other than service—how few attain
this!
We have still some distance to climb
up Lie mount of self abnegation; in
our hearts inquire constantly
of the
future, either here or hereafter. Love

question: love
Picture to yourself the
i*nl<
< f hearts
possible

does

not

has

no

most

fear.

perfecl

earth, and
does not each rest in a sweet calm of
confidence? The greater the love, the
greater the trust always.
A lady, speculating concerning the
1 .ere life, received the reply from a
Christian friend. “I am not curious conon

ana seemed
ccrniug tnat.
incapable
of com pretending such a mental atti-

tude iu one sincerely religious. Yet it
Mas the right attitude. Oh, what joy
to know Christ so intimately, to serve
Him so unselfishly, to love Him so entirely, as to be able to say, with the
sweet poet Whittier,
where his islands lift
heir fronded palms in air;

1

k sow not

I

oiily know I cannot drift
L yond Ilia lore and care!

'i

—Philadelphia Ledger.
*•»•«! to the Dent Advantage.
ir present supply of grace to

XV
:

r

each ;

advantage. It is given for
sing need. God loves to be-

it upon those M ho make the fullid wisest use of it. He promises
It v* I net only answer the purpose foi
M-hh it it was conferred, but will enable
>
receive a large increase with
you
it
r ling to our day,
but deals it
out
ire liberally as He sees it utilized
print'd to the utmost.—Presbyterian.
stow

est

A Difference.

I
T!

much difference between
rea<
*.r ihe Bible and reading about It
irs <
s between eating dinner and
read
a
bill of fare.—Philadelphia
Methodist.
:v

is as

<io«T»

Help and Will.
who does God’s will will
soon Hi 1 cut that he has God's help.—
Ran
!'->ru.
The

**Nothing; to Live Forf'
live for? Soo) that cannot be.
when hearts break the world seema
utinesa;
thee T bring in tby distress
born of love and sympathy.
prove, O soul, the golden key
beautiful and good and bless
ich looks to thee bo comfortless!
word, “Some one hath need of thee.**

Koilui'
Tin.

«•

Mtu

A mt
And
To
Yin
Thh
fra-

■

Idi

who or where I do not know;
not? Then seek; make no delay,
.dt find, in land of sun or snow,
s thee, little child or
pilgrim gray;
I keeps thee in Ilis world below,
uih need of thee. somewhere, t otiay.
Emma C. Dowd.
,cu

A:

Wbc
1
t.

u an

.*

.•

—

and

Hopeful

Dear MRS. 1 inkham :— \ our \

three years.
have intense

During that time I was very irregular and would often
pain in the small of my back, and blinding headaches and
severe cramps.
For three months I used Lydia 12. I’piklnmi's
Vegetable Compound, and aches and pains are as a past memory,
while health and happiness is my daily experience now. You certainly have one grateful friend in Emporia, and I have praised your
Vegetable Compound to a large number of my friends. You have
i my permission to publish my testimonial in connection with my picture.
Yours sincerely, Miss Marion Clnmm.ha m, Emporia, Kans.’’

bints;
You can’t do that way when you’re flying words;
Thoughts unexpressed may sometimes fail back
»
dead,
But God Himself can’t kill them when they’re
said.
—Selected

!
|
I

—i'arleton.

by Melieta

M. B. Friends:

Pear

Do you remember that
hree years old this week?

our

column ia

How

egetable Compound cured me
a great sufferer for
nearly

of womb trouble from which I had been

“Careful with ire,” Is good advice, we know,
“Careful with words” Is ten times doubly so.
Boys flying kites haul in their white.winged

When

To those who have followed the interests
M. B’s, and yet have “never been
heard from”, an invitation is hereby ex-

of the

tended to

come

and be

word of cheer

some

of bow

we

or

one

help,

Woman

of us; send us
or some hint

may make the column

fc

more

interesting.

Monk, :j

j

envelopes, or as many more as you please,
tinkea hole through the bottom or about two
inches from the bottom and an equal distance
at the upper part from the lop, also through the
covers, tying both
with baby ribbon. This
forms a book that you can open. Then take an
inch ribbon to match the color of the other and
print “newspaper clippings” on it and fasten it as heretofore.
slantwise across the front, thus making an orna
Light, airy clothes are not only more
mental a* well as useful affair. My cover being
comfortable, but greatly improve the gen
eral health.
Woman suffers less from
dark, it is finished in white ribbon and at the
The percentage
beginning of 1902, D. V., J shall put that date ; colds, etc., than man.
of
who
women
contract consumption is
the
on
first envelope. All my clippings of that
less
than
that
of
men.
Women are
far
I
shall
In
that
year
put
envelope, and of the
second year In the next one, and so on, making ! physically superior to men in every reStatistics show that women out
it a very convenient diary for future reference. 1 aped.
live men. There is little doubt that woWhen those are tilled, the envelope* can l*e rvman's Mtperi *r vitality Is due as muel.
moved and laid away and new ones put In.
i
to her sensible met bod of dress as auyAm waiting patiently for that rtg-bar
recipe
jI thing else. As little children they are
North Lamolne.
g. J. y.
dreaueil lighter than their brothers, and
“S J Y
has come with a plain deas years roll on mail deteriorates more
scription of a useful Christmas present. and more. I firmly believe that vanity
I suppose all the good sisters are working alone prevent* man from wearing light
and planning to remember as
clothes. The truth Is that he is ashamed
many
After being broad
to shell his pads.
friends as possible at Christmastide.
shouldered nil winter it is rather etuhar
rnsviiii? to umtenr in a neirliiree shirt
THF til* AKB CHA»Bfc.lt
minus pads.
Shoulder padding has l*euu
Inarauer.

|

"c

wnc

spar*-

nave

oeen

troubled about it for h long while, says a writer come such a universal practice that a well
or twenty »n«-h
In the Atlantic.
Yesterday It occurred to me built athlete with nineteen
width of shoulders has to pad in self dethat the Browns have no spare chamber, either,
fense. Ilea 1th.
nor the itobinsons, nor the
$tuyveaaut«, and 1
am more troubled than ever.
Women aa Jockeys aud Racer#.
The decadence of the spare chamber strikes
Our grandmothers thought it tin wo
deep It Is the concrete diflerence between past j
manly to take part iu what were conand present. The spare chamber meant a room
sidered manly exercises; it was probably
In the bouse set apart from common life, dedibut the reaction from the excessive parcated to the higher nature The family might
ticipation of their grandmothers. For inhave only three chamber*—one of there was
four or five generations ago wostance.
sacred. The feather bed rose plump and im
Iu the Newrace meetings.
pregnable In Its recesses. The green paper men rode at
castle Courant for Aug. 28, 1723. apshades shutout all but a chink of light; the canepears the following advertisement: “To
seat chairs stood *tl£r against the wall, and clean
be run for. The usual four mile course
straw rustled under the taut ‘-store
carpet". on
Uippou common, in the county of
The stimulus to the imagination alone was
York. Oil Tuesday, Sept. 1. the lady's
worth three times the amount of cubic space the
plate of £13 value by any horse. Women
spare chamber occupied.
You tiptoed In.
to he the riders; each to pay a guinea enMother’s best bonnet lay on the middle of the
three heats, and thrice about the
trance;
bad. Sometimes a huge loaf of fruit cake sat
We are still some
common for heat.”
elegantly in one of the chairs.
distance behind the newness of the GeorThere was always something reserved in the
gian ladies, who did not confine their
days of the spare chamber—fruit cake and bon
physical exercises to horse racing. In
nets.
had
best
clothes.
People
They wore them 1733 four women ran a race in Pall Mall
on spare days.
Sunday was a spare day. You at 3 o’clock in the afternoon before a
knew that it was Sunday
Grandfather shaved
Publarge aud fashionable audieuhe.
vWhen grandfathers shave every day, what is lic
opinion, however, was not really in
left for the seventh?) There was a bush about
favor of women’s sports, and owing to
the house. As the day wore on It deepened; the
the protest made at the time such races
whole farm lay underlie warm, sleepy spell-all
future.—London
in
were
forbidden
but the irrepressible hen. The cheerful cack e
Chronicle.
lingers still, the most irreveient thing In memory. She worked seven days in the week, and
Dainty Women Preferred.
talked about It. The very silence waited to hear
Personality leaves its stamp every
and condemn. Amid trolley cars, and bicycle
time, but not always a pleasing one.
bells, and children playing, and the 8al»- .tlon
It is purely feminine, I presume, to deArmy drum, the cackle dies away into a harm- sire to leave a good impression, but
less whisper.
since we are women let us live up to
There was spare lime then. People ma '»
the attributes of our sex. always provisits not anxious, crowded, hurried calls, bi t
A truly
vided they are the nice ones.
good, old-fashioned visits The carryall was feminine woman is delightful, but the
washed ami olltd. Old Flora was carefully
combed and brushed by grandfather, and then
monstrosity known as the masculine woShe ocgrandfather was brushed and combed by grandman has oo place in either sex.
mother
Aunt Clara packed the luncheon in a
the position of the bat in the
big basket. There was always a spare cricket cupies
fable—a sort of an outcast since barred
to flt in front for small folks,'with a
good view
There never was
of Flora's haunches goli g up hid, and a wide out by bird and beast.
sw«p of country going down
The journey
anything lovable about the girl who aped
was lel-urelv, but fu’l of wild
excitements
manner or the
or
in
clothes
her brother
There were the dangerous railroad cro sing-,
to
where grandfather always got out, rods ahead,
woman who relied upon her strength
and walked
cautiously a^ro-s, looking two way* rule in the hearts of othe»»—her sex Is a
at once. The rest of us rode
boldly over, with a much better weapon.
abominate
Men
fine feeling of risk.
Times have changed, but
a hat have we
assertive women, and the members of
got that Is worth whlie in ex
Hear that in
change for the spare chamber and time?— de- their own sex ovoid them.
tected.
—

#

_

•Stops the Cough and Works ©IT the Cold*
laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets cure a cold
In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents

!

j

To Cure n fold »« One Dar,
T»ke Laxative Rrowo Quinine Tablets. AH
rtruirgl la refund the money if it fain* lo cure.
K. W. Grove’s utgnaiuie Is on each box. 2ftc.

and may it wave from every staff
out our country.

lay,

American

to

for

ground.

I

to

using them the trouble ess checked, and
[ have not noticed any iudirat on of a re-

went

Lexington, and
meat of Capt.

using Doan’s Kidney Pills and who speak
highly of them as a kidney medicine.**
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
Fester* Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

cars

Remember the name, Doan’s, and
no

Hanking.

;

j

|

ingtou; the
belfry of

To

Keep Gloves.
Dou*t wear a glove with a button off or
a bole iu it. thinking it won't be noticed.
It is almost sure to be observed, and it
will stamp you as careless nnd slovenly
iu the eyes of the beholder. Dou't put on

first molddecides its
it is most
be put on

any way but in the U*st possible manner.
Turn hack the wrist part of the glove
and then carefully work on the fingers,
seeing that the Hearns are straight.

was

made from
There

the

It what your money*will
In vetted In thate* of the

Ellnrorlli

wan one

A

Pine Tree shillings used by Capweigh his daughter when she
married; and also some Brtu»t<

of tbe

»a

tain Hull to
wan

money used In 1776. There was a
taken from a dead British soldier
bal

lleQeld;

also

ol

jewelry

her

worn

the
at t bat i

j

knife, Hbout one’
long, and It was used In
the Civil war by a Confederate soldier.
Here are preserved the cannon balla flred
by Lord Percy up into Bostm, which
were found when the subway was
opentd
and there were others that were found on
the battle-field.
Tbe only piece of the

one

made

from

the

wreck

of

was a

particular* inquire of

Hkuhy W. ct human, Sec*y.
Flm Nat'l lUnk Bldg.

_

A. W,

hiku, President.

$)rofrsaianal 4Tarba.
H. GKKKLV,

[)K.

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philadelphia lleutal Coliaea
elaa* of *75
•rorric* m Giles* Blocs. Ellswostm.
wednewlav afternoon* until further
notice.

tbe

CJowd

“Kesrsarge”.
house

near

tbe

batthfleld,

and the

man who lived there was wounded
In the battle and crawled to the houseaud
died at his wife’s feet. His son was the

last survivor of
both fattier and

rihgton.

For

about six inches

long and one and one-half Inches wide.
There were combs used by the soldiers,
and

»

b** baitle.
ton

was

The

name

CARROLL BURRILL,

P#

ATTORNEY
AND

of

Jonathan liar* j

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
'•*»T*st Public

ado

When a man can't gel rid of a foolish
notion and sticks to it. right nr wrong, it
is a sign that be will nev* r be able to earn
more t ban |2 a day.

office over Hurrlll
State stekkt.
■

DISCOURAGED

BURNHAM,

Bll*wo«tb.

Mtllt.

ATTORNEY
omen

AT

LA'W.

AT

BAR HARBOR ANI)

j

BLL’EHILL, ME.
7 and 8 lit. I<e.enRlorh
""?«<"««•
open Saturday*.

«*r
Bluehlllcflce

CLOSED

i
I

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Da. 11. w. Hamita
brg» io notify oi.,,.tron.
«nd other, that until further »of ..»
i.la dental
room, will he ch»ed on W
eduewur afternoon.
Kll.worth, Oct l\ new

JJELVIN

A. WARD WELL,

mTT)

Graduate of Bellevur Ho.pltal Medical
College.
PESoaacoT.

Me

satisfactory.

2W)trtignnritB.

woman’s best friend. If she
early retiring each nigbt she
is fortunate, for she will be the gainer in
both health and good looks. If that is
impossible, a nap in the day should be
managed somehow.
good washing powder can be
made by mixing sodium carbonate, partly
effloresced, two parts, with soda ash, one
part.
very

She- Do you remember what quantities
of love you sent me in your letters before
we
married? He—Yes. But why
were
throw that in my face? She—I have oft
wondered how they allowed so much of

n
»i

through the poetoffiee. He—Wiv
She—You know there is a rule pr
bibiting jerishabie tblnes to be trail
go

so?

roitted tbrnuirh the mal'a.

signature

is

on

every box of the genome
Tablet,

Laxative BromoQuinine
remedy that

cures

n

cwl«J In

one

(lay 1

of

E. BUNKER, JR.,

JOHN

Slec p is a
manage

the

m■

Ru*tne«* Aoltclted.

AmiiDWOHTjaT^

ran

This

iavnaTu

AMD

When Work Becones an Awful Burden,
Dr. Greene's Nenura Restores Confidence and Health.

black saxouy, a good
says, is one of the best
It will
to
darn
black
stockings.
things
keep its color better than any of the regular darning cottons and is softer and gen-

to

ki

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for a!) claaaea
penaton* agalnnt the United Slate*.

Two threaded

A

Peace.

or the

National Hank,

ATTORNEY

3fcUrr;i;cmcnts.

Has your strength given out? Hare rou
reached the limit ? Have you lost confident in
yourself ? lias work become an awful burden t

P.

housekeeper

more

Justice

_

A good skin food to ward off wrinkles
is made by inciting together an ounce of
white wax. an ounce of spermaceti, two
ounces of lauoiiu. four ounces of sweet
almond oil and two ounces of cocoanut
oil. Then take the mixture off the fire,
beat until nearly cold and add slowly
thirty drops of the tincture of benzoin
and two ounces of orange flower water.—
Albuny Times- Union.

erally

.SERIES

when you can borrow on your
share**, give a Brat mortgage and
reduce It ererr month
Monthly
payment* and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 year* 9you
will

was one

is

NEW

WHY FAY RENT T

i

and one*half feet

old drum that is left

Loai_and_Bii ldi i Ass'*.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

weapons, powder horns and swords, and
the musket that John Monroe fought

There

!f

watch
oi.

Tbe chairs, dishes and other things
were in the house, just as they were used
at the time of the war.
Tne lantern that
gave the signal to Paul Kevere was there.
Now 1 will tell you about some of the

with.

earn

open, Shares, f] each; monthly
payments, $J per share.

now

time.

There

It is fortunate that troublesome nerves
will yield to material comforts. A nervous woman is quite as much affliction as
one household should bo called upon to
endure.
If tobacco will put a man’s
mind Mt rest aud make him sweet tempered, it should be a wife’s duty—to herself
if to uotiody else—to look upon It with
It may not be wholly
complaisance.
pleasant to have tobacco smoke all
through one’s home, but it Is infinitely
better than irritability, and by a little
tact it can l«* confined to a den fixed up
solely for utiio’s comfort. —Betty Bradeen
iu Boston Traveler.

frame

the church.

take*

other.

to

got eff abreast tbe muiiuParker. Then 1 walked a

piece and came to the bonne where John
Hancock and hit* friends were sleeping 1
wheu awakened by Paul Kevere. The
very beds they slept in were there.
There were pictures of people of that
lime and a picture of tbe battle of Lex*
old

V. 8.

for the

j ageuts

tbe

tbe electric

on

I know of others who have been

turn.

the

Arlington to go
old battle* !

visit

relief,

some

Doan’s Kidney Pills attracted my attention in my paper, I got
After
them at Wiggin’s drug store.
later on, when

flag.

Lexington,

1 doctored and received

ahicb

hope that all nations who
try to wrhip the nation who owns this
glorious flsg, will gel what Spain got.
cheers

one

scaf-

a

kidney which I could feel
finger. It disappeared until 4
rears ago,when 1 had a severe *p* 11 < f sick1 had pains in my
les*. and after that
sack off and on, especially If I did any
In the summer of D6 an
icavy lifting
mnoying urinary difficulty set in, for

And 1

three

father

my

I fell off of

mason,

prfth my

Mexico and
and got the same medicine.
the Southern states tried It but failed

I will cluae with

a

the left

iver

England has tried to crush down the
flsg, hut has failed. Spain tried it once,
and got enough of it, and so did Tripoli

also.

who is

fold and injured myself. From then until
[ was 35 years old there was a sore spot

through-

Hluthlil,

Nerve*.

The
new glove carelessly.
ing of the glove to the bund
future shape, and therefore
important that it should not

and

"Helping

machines, says:

“Long may that banner wave
OVr evert tulnter's grave,”

famous Uali<e ground j
One (lay i matted from

Keep Pickle* Sweet.
be kept in unglazod
should

a

men

J. T. Crippen, dealer In piano*, ormusical instruments and sewing

Mr.
gans,

martyred

our

LEXINUTON, 1901.
[Original Composition l»v Leslie T.Candsge, of
written alter a vbll tu the

Fickle*
Sdfteriorlly of Women.
Sweetearthen jars or wooden kegs.
As tb»* temperature rises roan must acmeats keep best in glass jars; imglazed
«n«»w ledge that woman, in spite of her
well
common
for
much criticised method of dress, teaches stone pots answer very
A paper wet in brandy or proof
fruit.
a
us
valuable lesson upon this point.
fruit
on
the
and
laid
!
preserver
spirit
Ixsik at woman in bot weather; no matBoth
it from fermenting.
ter bow hot it may be, she looks cool. j tends to keep
sweetmeats should be watchAlthough woman understands the art of pickles and
ed to see that they do not ferment, parnever looking the way she feels, it must
when
the weather is warm.
be acknowledged that she really is cool. ticularly
Whenever they ferment, turn off the vinMan. ou the other hau<l. looks like a
and turn it back
boiled lobster as soon as the thermometer egar or sirup, scald
When pickles grow soft. It
chases upward a few points.
Man. with while hot.
is owing to the vinegar being too weak.
f.is underwear, stiff front shirt, waistcoat
I To strengthen It. heat it scaidiug hot.
and coat, feels the way he loo
—sticky, turn it back on the pickles, and when
nasty, uncomfortable and hot. Last sealittle alum and a
lukewarm put in a
son the "shirt waist man" made his apIf it
brown paper wet with molasses.
pearauce; then it was toped that this
not grow sharp in the course of
does
year this method of dress would become
three weeks it is past recovery ana should
fashionable. However, from present tube thrown away and fresh vinegar turned
rf iea lions we will be compelled to suffer
on. scaidiug hot. to the pickles. m

official

that

And deride for yourself.
Here Is one ease of it.

that brave hero.

the

To

Dear M. R. Friends:
As Christmas l* nearing, ami a few hints will
l»e in order, I will descritie a very unique affair
which I have received recently from oue of our
si-iter*, and a* it is novel to me, perhaps some
one else may get a new idea also.
It’* a case or
booklet for newspaper clippings.
Take two piece* of pasteboard ten inches long
and four and a halt wide, or large enough to
cover a large official envelope. Cover the outside with anything your fancy suggests (mine
ha* a purple idlkalene cover), then face the inside n. ally with white paper and this will cover
the edges of tne out*ide cover w hich is folded
ov*
the edge The covers being ready, take six

Read the statements of Ellsworth citizens.

President McKinley died, the flag mourned
the hss. When Admiral Dewey visited
New York and Heston, the flag honored

training of tne little giris.
Make them dainty specimens of womaneven
hood.
though they will have to fight
their way through the world. The task
will be easier, be sure of that.—Betty
Bradeen in Boston Traveler.
In

When

them.

liaa mourned

:nv

mind

on

states than

more

dsy.
This good old flag hss honored

troubled with irregular, suppressed or jmiuful
I hope
the months have come and gone!
menstruation, weakness, lcnoorriuea, displacement or ulceration of the
we have treasured up many helpful thing*
womb, that bearing-down feeling, innammu ion of tire ovaries, backache,
that our lives have been broadened by the
bloating (or Hatulenee), general debility, indig -stion, and nervous prosinterchange of ideas, and that our ayrnpa
tration, or are beset with such symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude,
ttaies have been quickened by the new
excitability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “all1
friendships and the kind y thoughts of
gone,” and want-to-be-left-alone feelings, bines, and hojudessness,
j others’ needs and others’ happiness.
they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. Lydia E.
1 am always glad to receive se ections of
Fink ham's Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
poetry for the head of thecolumn, whether Refuse to
buy any other medicine, for you need the best.
original or selected. I omitted to give
Mrs. Fiiikliam invites all sick women to vvrite*lier for advice.
“Melissa” the credit of sending the poem
She has guided thousands to health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
“Keep to the Right”.
women

thiity-two

word for it.

our

Don’t depend on a stranger’a statement.
Read ElUworth endorsement.

victorious

FORFEIT IF THE VH<>\ E LETTER IS NOT REM INK.

quickly

Don’t take

to

_

are

by

Ellsworth Testimony,

THE AMERICAN FLAG.
I Original Composition l»v Roy U Day. South
Uiueltlii j
Red, white and blue make the United
This, very fl*g led the AmeriStales fl-rg.
cans to victory at Saratoga, Sept. 3, l«n
On that day the thirteen stars were arranged in s circle, hut uowr there sre
forty five stars arranged in rows, for there

M iss Marion Cunningham, the Popular
Young Treasurer of the Young Woman’s
Club of Emporia, Kans., has This to Say of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

it Here, Backed

Opportunity

fhe

whip the nation who owns
try
this glorious flag will get what Spain
*ot.”
who

RECEIPT FOR A DAT.

BE CAREFUL W HAT YOU SAY.

i

xxviii. 20-22; Ps. Ixxii. 10; Isa.
lx. 1 7: Luke ii, 1-20; John ill. 16; Rom.
vi. 12-14; xii, 1. 2; I Cor. vi, 19, 20;
xvi. t. 2; II Cor. viii, 1-7; Rev. Ii, 10;
x.\i. 24 26.

“Helpful

Take a dash of water cold
And a 'oaven of prayer,
A little bit of sunshine gold
Dissolved in the morning air;
Add to your meal some merriment.
And a thought for kith and tin.
And then, a* a pilnte Ingredient,
A plenty of work thrown in
But spice it aii with the essence of love,
Aum a -itt e whiff of play,
Let a wise old book and a glance above
Complete the well spent day.
—Selected by Sitter B.

t

programme

!i.

the

A

.ired.

C

lllurhlll Boy Putrlot* Write of
Lexliigloo and The FlsgTwo companions by South Biueblll
school boys are sent Thk AMRHiCAN for
“The
publication. The composition on
Flag” has the characteristic ring of
Young America--“I hope that all nations
South

*'AUBT MADGE”.

The purposes of this column are succlrcth
staled in the title and motto—it is for the mu
tun hen* fli. and aims to tie helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, tt Is f**r the coni
j mmi use- a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation ami suggestion, a medium for the in
In this capacity it so'lcltterchange of ideas
comitiunlcutioMB, and its -uceessd* pends large
ly en it.su» poll given It In this respect < win
muntcatlon* must lie signed, hat the name oi
writer will not be printed except ny ^iml^lon
! Communications will l»e subject to approval or
rejection l»> the cdttorof the etdumn, hut non*
Addres*
win l>e reject* d without good reason.
all cum n.u mention a to
The Ampkicaw,
Ellsworth, Me

MEETING.

special Christmas

ve a

Ita Motto:

jflfutHH.

SCHOOL COMPOSITIONS.

II. Doyle.

Tone. —Our

♦

&btorrtttrmtnt«.

Ultitnal Btncht Column

KNDKAVOK.

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.
Dr. Orwne’i Nervura blood and
remedy has cured thousands of just
such men.
It is the reitiforcemeut Nature
needs to put you on your feet.
Mr. H. M. Levy, 100 Mulberry St.. Newark

nerve

N. J. mvb:
“I suffered for six
years with terrible racking
peine in my back and cheat, ami was *o nervous
that I could not attend to bmdnc»M from loos of
sleep and appetite so that it almost set iue Insane.

“At last was told to try that famous medicine
Dr. Oreene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy'
and after taking not cube two bottle* I found
myself perfectly well. Since taking Nervura 1
have gained nearly 00 lba. I have only praise
for this wonderful remedy, I>r
Greene's Ner
vura, and do all in my
power to recommend*li to
my friends. I have told "••vend customers of it
md they have tried it with beneficial remit#.”
Think what cure means to you! Try to realize how happy yen would be with the old
-trenerth restored. Dr. Orscne’i Nervura
blood and nerve remedy will bring \ou
health as it has to all who relv upon it. start
using it today. You’ll ?>e a different man in a
week. Free counsel is given bv !>r. Greene ut
34 Temple Place, Boston, bUn
CaU or v« a,.

"HO

PAT. NO WAKHKK."

*li
df laundry worn done at
doa. Good, called fo. and
delivered.

*Jnd»

H. B. K8TKT
Bud Bridge.

A

.non

n..

CO.,
Kll.worth. Me.

LADIES Reconme I •Mha’lEST J.^i%
»r. kix.’s
rff2cp
Star

Crown Brand

W

Jf

PENNYROYAL PILLS. J XL

t-S^SSa^c-h-ase
SSJ°nh*^***»***£•
in rase
KrwvA

<A

.C °r

...

iTkft
MNG Jrn^7.-V'^’
MEOICIffl CO.,

by

ten cents for mupIi ud
P
m"i •» JO 0.i*.

Bar 1930 BOSTW, MASS.

Pauper Notice.

undersigned Itereby give* notice tbai
THE
ih^**eoD,rftrle’' W*H'the city of Eli,worth

he

the eutiulifg
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H«w b?«* I* he that can but love and do
New,.
And hits no skill of speec h nor trick of art
Novelty ,nd Nonsense.
Wherewith to tell what faith appruveth trua
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And
for fame the treasure* of hi* U*rtl
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
Mre. E M
0I Bangor, twine, pounds, An<1 a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
When, wisely weak, upon the pith of duty
celebrate.. tbelr eighty Bfth
Divine
accord
ha* made hi* footing *urr,
70
pounds.
birthday last weigh
With humble deed# be build* h.* ii:e to beauty,
I he standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
Wcdnpidiy.
it* good order and fit for shipping, Is fO i*ou_ds;
8.rung to achieve and pati.nt to endur
Abraham Dow, ot Eaetport, aged about of Apples, 44 pounds
But they that in the market place we meet,
The standard weight of a bushel of oeana in I
Each with hi* trumpet and Ids noisy faction.
eighty.three yeara. commuted suicide by
good order and tit fur shipping. Is 62 pounds- Are leaky vc**> la, pouring on the street
• boollog „u
Saturday wilt esuffering from I <»f wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas,60 1 The truth they know ere it ha* known ita ac!W j
»n attack of
j pounds; of corn, ftfl pouuds; of onions,and
melancholia.
tion.
pounds; of carrots, Knglfan turnips, rye
And which, think ye, in his benign regard
Patents have been granted to Maine In- | Indian meal, fiO pound*, of parsnips.4ft pounds;
Or word* or deeds shall merit the reward?
of barley ami buckwheat, Impounds; of oats,
ventors aa follows:
Chapin C. Brooks, 12 pounds, or even measure as by agr»*ement—Peter Me Arthur in Atlantic
Wilton, luagseine gun, also machine fur
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
*t Killwurth
farmers
can easily reckon from
serratlng cutting edges; Harry I. Hi*, these whst
KHKVUI l'IMKAM I Y.
they are likely to receive lu trade
or cash for their products.
refrigerating package,

Pennell,
Thome,,

Mindy (-juiilry K'-mcIs.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 9,
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Any

overheated Move In D W. Estes'
restaurant, In tbe Opera House bluck,
Kumford Palls, Saturday, caused i: 8re
loaa of ft.OOO.
All tbe dxtures In the
restaurant were destroyed
and
the

Country Produce.
Rutter.
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crew

were
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Turkeys.

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.14 gift

drowned.

Baled.20

built In 1896 at
Harrington. She registered 410 tons, and
was owned by E. 1. White.
was

Straw.
Loose.
Baled.

8810
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Vegetable*.
Henry Ingraham, aged twenty-four.em- Potatoes, bu
01
73§90 Hquash, fl>
|
01
Pie pumpkin*,each lo
ployed In the cooperage department of I Onion*,
24
02 Celery, bun.-li
Carrol*. B»
the Rockland A Rockport Lime
Co., fell I| Hw**rt potatoes, §
05
01
Parsnips, B>
02 Beans—perqt—
Tumlp*, ff»
0*2
10 012
Yellow-eye
vat Is about eight feet in depth, and the Meet*, Ik
.0*2
10
Cabbage,
Pea,
fact that It was partially filled with hoops spinach, pk
80
Fruit.
alone saved the young man from instant
30 y40 Orange*,do*
.85 3.45
death. As it was, he stood In scalding Apples, pk
lo
25 98
Craiiberrles, qt
Lemons, do a
water up to hie waist until dragged out
Groceries.
by a fellow workman. Ills condition Is Conee—per %
.06 §.08
Klee, per %
critical.
Rio,
.16025 Pickle*, per gal .45 §.65
.40 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.25§ 73
Mrs. Maria Lombard died at Auburn
.37 Vinegar—per gal
Java,
Tea— per*—
Pure elder,
.20
Friday after a brief Illness with pneu.03
.45§ 65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.30 §65 Oatmtut 1, per tt>
monia, which. It is alleged, resulted from
Oolong,
0—•
.22
Buckwheat,
Sugar—per
pkg
the woman being baptised in the icy
.04
.06 Graliam,
Granulated,
waters of the Androscoggin river, on
.06
Coffee— A Jt B,
.04
Rye meal,
1
Yellow, C
.05X Granulated meal,ft 03 M
Thanksgiving day, by members of the i Molasses—per
gal—
OH—per gal—
.35
.55 §.63
Linseed,
Havana,
Holy Ghost and Us society. Also, it is
Porto Rico,
.50
12
Kerosene,
claimed, after a physician, who had been
.60
Astra) oil,
15
Syrcp,
j
called by Mrs. Lombard's relatives, stated
Liimbsr anti Building Materials.
that the woman was suffering from pneu
M—
1
25
Lumber—per
Spruce,
123
11 §13 Hemlock.
Hemlock,
raonla, and prescribed medicine for the
Hemlock boards, l.*§ 13 Clapboards—per M—
—

he

was

told

that

his services

1*2 §16

spruce,

Extra spruce,

24 §*28

16 030
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 §18
12 §15
Clear pine,
Pine,
35§60
VIarched pine.
13 §20
Extra pine,
86000
M—
Lath*—per M
sink, and two members of the Shiloh col- Shingles—per
2 75
2.00
Cetlar, extra
Spruce,
2 85 Nalls, per tk
ony took charge of the case. Later the
.04 §.06
clear,
••
2d clear,
185 cement, per cask 1 50
relative* ordered the Sandfordile* away
M
165 Lime, per cask
extra one,
93
and again called the physician, but bis
"
1 ‘25 Brick, per M
No..,
7§11
efforts to save her life were fruitless.
**
.75 White lead, prft .05 0.08
scoots,
Provisions.
One method of taking iron mold out of Beef, b
Pork, fc.
15
Steak,
Steak, B.
.130.30
linen is to hold the spots over a tankard
.10
12
Itoasts,
§23
Chop,
of boiling water ana rub them with the }
A%
Corned,
Pigs'feet,
.080.10
|
sorrel
and
of
and
when
then,
salt,
juice
18
Tongue*.
Ham, per Ik
14§18
the cloth is thoroughly wet, dip it quickly
.06
.1"
Shoulder.
Tripe,
in lye and wash it at once.
.16 §18
Veal:
Bacon,
1
would be

longer required, the contents
of the medicine bottle were turned Into a
no

>

reply to Inquiries we have pleasure In
announcing that Kiy‘s Liquid Cream Balm Is
like tire solid preparation of that admirable tern
dy In that It cleanses and heal membranes »f
ected by nasal catarrh. There Is no drying or
neeslng. The Liquid Cream Balm Is adapted
to u*e by patients who have trouble In Inhaling
through the nose and prefer spraying. The
price. Including spraying tube. Is 74 cents. Sold
by drusgUts or mailed by Kly Brothers, 56 War-

I

j

Mackerel,

We Have Many Friends Here in Town
Who Are Subject to Such Trouble.

03
B*

Smelts,

Round

20
12
12

Fish.

Haddock,
Clam*, qt
Oysters, qt
lobsters,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
8 00 0 5 00
Broken,
Dry bard,
‘2 0003 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
10001 25
Nut,

j

are

Hides—per
Ox,
Cow,
Bull,
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it
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6 50
6 50
6 of
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I SCOTT’S I
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EMULSION

jj

will do this when everything
There is no doubt j
It nourishes,
about it.
builds
up and
strengthens,
makes the body strong and
i healthy, not only to throw £
off this hard cough, but to |
fortify the system against
I further attacks. If you are I
■ run down or emaciated
you
I should certainly take this !
nourishing food medicine,

| I else fails.
j

j

j

j
[
j

|
j

|

j

|
|
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V>c. and $r.oo, all druggists.
SCOTT A BOWSE. Chemists. New York
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are seen

heretofore

one

in

Neuralgia,
Pain, Ache

roads

Large Bottles, 25
All

in

heirs should

|

consider

pause aud
ever

if

desire to sell

he

it,

or

were

bis
the

roads, paths and highways, shaded by
trees, he might be persuaded to be a
public beqeiactor aud leave the trees
standing io beautify and assist in preserving our public roads as nature inN. V. Tibbetts.
tended.

destroy it, but happily did not

argument sometimes used against
birthday of the Child Jesus is
uot known, and therefore cannot be observed, does not prevail againBt the universal longing to celebrate in some way
this great event. So we are not surprised
“The
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of

it to be
of the

and
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Our Rental Purchase Plan makes
buying a pian o easy. If you are interested,
write us and we will quote special prices
on new or second-hand pianos and fully
describe our system of Renting Pianos,
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ve
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rem-

aaa i«-nie
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Christmas eve, was observed from the flrsl
with exceptional devotion, perhaps because the birth of our Lord occurred ic

f gists, 35c. Send

|1

\

?or booklet. 1

TRUE 4 CO..

DR.

I

Ivers & Pond pc£°
HEM- J

night. Unlike other vigils, it continued through the night, aud made, witt
Christmas itself, one great solemnity.”
the

JS&
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PIN WOiiM

elixir

Winter Harbor Land Co.

|>^ ^ tV IS T TOBACCO SPIT

The Winter Harbor Co. has been organ
ized at Winter Harbor, for the purpose
of

purchasing, selling

estate.
which

The

and

dealing in

linN
You

o

doesn’t need

a

can

be cured of

any

Many gain
makes weak men strong
pounds in ten days. Over BOOpOOO
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. BookAddress STERLING
let and advice FREE.
437
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.

that
ten

of Winter Harbor.
Virtue

and SMOKE
Your Lifeawayl
form of tobacco using

easily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
new life and vigor by taking
MO-TO-BAC,

in.

The officers are President, William H
Parker; treasurer, Bedford E. Tracy, botl 1

aion.

I

BCjC——

rea

capital stock is fl00,000,

f300 is paid

rent paid to apply toward purchase. Good square pianos to learn or
$50 and upward. Call at our warerooms
and examine our stock of over 200 pianos,
or send for our list of bargains.

allowing

festivity which entitle!
holidays’. The vigi
or

occupation.

By Renting It.

W any children who nr** I rouble*!
stums*, n,
|U will* muigeslioii, »ouithe
nu\ei,
ifripuiK pain* above
-dT "5> w j-onvulsumb ».u*l suniiai t-> i: |.

liFV

called ‘the

Nativity,

SAYS:

OF

[something wrong Buy a Piano

cember 16 and February 1, more often the
fortnight between December 24 and JanDuring all this period there was
uary 6.
formerly, aud still continues to be, t

spirit

incurable.

Tlie Ellsworth American—only COUNTY Paper.

sometimes

between

are

INTERNATIONAL AURAL CLINIC, 596 LA SALLE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

the

generally accepted.
time

those born deaf

YOU CAN CURE YOURSELF AT HOME at“r»T.inal

only to commemorate the Epiphany, or
the manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles, but also the birth of Jesus, and it was
not until the end of the fourth century,
perhaps not until the beginning of the
fifth, that the present date, December 25

the

Only

Our treatment does not interfere with your usual

Christian era, Christians, though generally celebrating the Nativity, were not
unanimous in the time chosen for the
festival. At least a part of the early
church observed the sixth of January, not

designate

invention.

our new

F. A.

It. that the

used to

HEARING

Baltimore, Aid.. March 30, ioor.
Gentlemen
Being entirely cured of deafness, thanks to your treatment, I will now give yon
a full history of my case, to l>c used at your discretion.
About five years ago my right ear began to sing, and this kept on getting worse, until I lost
my hearing in this ear entirely.
I underwent a treatment for catarrh, for three months, without any success, consulted a number of physicians, among others, the most eminent ear specialist of "this city, who told me that
only an operation could help me, and even that only temporarily, that the head noises woul 1
then cease, but the hearing in the affected ear would he lost forever.
I then saw vour advertisement accidentally in a New York paper, and ordered your treatment.
After T had used it only a few days according to your directions, the noises ceased, and
to-day. after five weeks, my hearing in the diseased ear has been entirely restored. I thank you
heartily and beg to remain
Very truly yours.
F. A. VVKRMAN, 730 S. Broadway. Baltimore, Md.

succeed.

is

HARD

IMMEDIATELY.
CEASE
HEAD NOISES
BALTIMORE,
WERNIAN,

orderilness with which Christmas had become encumbered, strove with all their

“The ‘Christmas season’

!

ARE NOW CURABLE

Day.
•‘Christmas is preeminently a church
festival,” writes Mrs. Lyman Abbott in
Ladies' Home Journal. “The PuritauB,
seeing only the superstitions and dis-

was

ANY
HEAD
NOISES?

DEAFNESS OR

Christinas

to learn that in the first centuries of

and 51.

ALL CASES OF

bv

ardor to

cents

and many general stores.
SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE.
A postal brings it.

druggists

ARE
YOU
DEAF?

much

how

bring

Soreness,

MINARD’S LINIMENT MFG. C0„
Boston, Mass.

county, leading under an arch of
great spreading pines. The woodman, in
his greed for the mighty dollar, has
left scarcely a tree standing as far as he has
yet gone. Not only that, but the limbs
and tree tops are left in a tangled, unsightly profusion almost in the driveway.
It is true that the farmer might* lose a
few dollars by leaving shade trees when
cutting his timber or firewood, but if be
our

his farm would

or

IT NEVER
FAILS.

Sedgwick,

prettiest

of the

..

Rheumatism,

com-

layiug

forests aud

our

highways

our

package"

A Good Thing,
Rub It In.

small tree for shade for the future gento enjoy.
But the most noticeable incidents of

bare

quarter of

a

it I

but within the

the destruction of

A cup of

the world.

teas in

high-grade
a

strength. Chase
the largest distributors of

tea to secure

erations,

would

but it does not!
[yield; it is too deep!

Brooklin,

same

in the cup because it takes very little of

prosecute any one who cuts
tree within the limits of the high-

a

and

an enormous

almost the

past year the destroyer has been at work
opeuing a wide gap by the roadside,
merely to get firewood, not even leaving

good

| dies

road

cost

personal gain.
There is a beautiful drive through the

In-

iTSiii cough j
! Hangs On i
You have used all
|S sorts
|
of cough reme-!

the

they

way for

wi

phi.hi

0—

difference. Yet

missioners to
down

amusement.

get older,

by

should be taken

care

more

IN THE WINTER.

Swkimrv

was

convention

belong to the town, without a
protest from any one, is well known.
Incidents of this kind occur every year,
and while they have a right to be mean
and not leave a tree to shade the road, if
it is clearly shown to be on their land,

■auucrusnnnus.

__

4.

national

road and

another

made

ever, hut that publishers are growing
more careless about giving their papers a
distinct print.

GEO. A. PARCHER

£

traveler

hh

.25 0.50

Tiled,
Colds If neglected lead to serious and I Calf skins, green
.35075
often fatal consequences.
Do not go on living with the continual
COST OF KRRPINQ OMAN.
drr d of catching cold. There is no need
of it. People who take cold easily do so
One
of the Mnaenllne Gender Keeps
the
conbecause their system is in just
nn Account.
dition to contract them.
We know of something that will
Did you ever stop to think about bow
by much it cost® to keep a man clean, to
quickly drive colds out of the system
VI- keep iia what the v orld would call a preinvigorating the entire body. It is that
reconstruotor,
sentable conditk n?* asked a rather fasNOL, the great tonic
contains all the active curative principles tidious geutleman yesterday, who also
found in cod liver oil.
has nn eye *o the economical side of life.
Here Is one letter that we nave had
“It :a no Htnail thing wheu you come to
our
like
would
V'niuk about it, ami indepein*‘ut of the
presented to us that we
to
read:
friends
things a man is required to buy during
•T have been suffering from a severe the year the bill w ill run up#> a rather
cold for a number of weeks, and having neat sum. A man is forced to buy many
heard so much about VINOL as being a I things which are never counted in the
to try cost of
cure for such troubles, I decided
living when he foots up the bill at
it Two bottles entirely cured me and I the end of the year, and yet they tell in
benow feel in better health than ever
the aggregate when it comes to his bauk
fore In my life. J. M. Brow*, 319 W. account and bis income generally. But I
Penn.”
wus thinking of the plain, ordinary propMahanoy St, MahanoyCity,
Remember that if yon do not find that osition of keeping oneself clean. Take,
V'INOL is all that we claim for it we are ! for Instance, the matter of laundry. The
always glad to refund to our customers average cost to a single man is at least
the money that they pay us for it, which | GO cents a week, and frequently the bill
Clean
much above this figure.
runs
jmphatically endorses VinoL
i clothes on this basis will cost $20 a year.
; Then there is a fellow's barber bill, the
cost of shave*, shampoos, hair cuts and
shines and baths, and all these things
ORUCCIST.
tend to run the bill up.
“Supposing that a man will take two
shaves every week—nnd this is the average—this would make a total of 10-4
(Bensons Flsifer Is Pain« Master.)
shaves during the year, nnd at the miniPorous
Benson’s
colds
and
For coughs
mum price #f 10 cents for each* shave it
better reinPlasters are an incomparably
would amount at the end of the year to
or
internal.
ad y than any other—external
$10.40. Balks, on an average of one each
skin
the
enter
Their medicinal properties
week and at n cost of 25 cents for each
the disease.
If he averand no straight to the seat of
cost $13 a year.
cold bath, would
a “seated
They relieve and cure
ages two shines a week at the minimum
or
upsetting of 5 cents for each shine, the bill will
without disturbing the system
Cough mixtures often nauthe stomach.
amount to $5.20 for a year. One hair cut
are medicinal in
Piasters
.eate. Benson's
a mouth at the rate of 25 rents and one
to act.
the highest degree, and quickest
shampoo at the sanie rate would amount
or on both
Placed on the chest or back
the good effect is to $0.
at once in serious eases,
“Taking these things nnd allowing for
elds, the
fslt immediately. The congestion y
tips and things of that sort, it will be
the breathing improves.
and
’h
abates
eou
seen that a man will spend probably $75
or kidney
Lulls or bronchial affections
nnd when
the least possible every year in keeping clean,
dis-ase, are cured with
will
you come to think of this amount it
time.
of
loss
and
suffering
sureally clothe the average fellow who
Reason's Plasters are immeasurably
makes no effort to keep up with the
perior to Belladonna, Strengthening, C.t|>combination to plaster changes which mark the course of fashsk-um or any other
to oint- ion. As a matter of fact, there arc a
They are also preferable
f .rm.
sn.ves.
great many men who do not spend this
and
liniments
ments,
It
much for clothes during the year.
Benson’s Plasters have received fifty-lire
all eompeUtors; and
may be safely estimated that the average
hiahest award, over
and druggists man does not spend so much in clothing
„c-« Ilian 5.000 physicians
So on this basis the average
himself.
to be one of the few
have declared them
1 or sdo man spends more in actually keeping ids
remedies.
trustworthy household will
nr we
prepay postage body and his clothes clean than he does
in the United for the things which clothe his body, and
.render orderedI
anv
these things manage to Keep his bank account down to that extent.*’—New Orleans Times-Democrat.
imitation or
Chemists. N.T.

wTdraggisW.

the

Statistics collected in Germany showed
that more than 50 per cent of the case9
of consumption could be traced to the
habitual breathing of dust taiuted with
Injurious substances.

ton—

Lamb skin a,

the

tea

grades in each; or 280
kinds. By combining, thousands of different teas are produced. Between the

National Good
Hoad ssMociatioo has centered its energies
on the following plan of campaign, out-

lower.
b—

in

Chicago last year.

a

Blacksmith's
Flour, Grain anti Feed.
There is no change in local prices ibis week,
1 60
Corn meal, bag
Flour— per bid—
170
4 73 0 5 00 Corn, bag
Straights,
6<>
St. Louis roller.
Oats, bu
4 75§N 0) Shorts -bag— 1 2501 35
5 00 § 5 50 Mixed feed,bag
Patent*.
1.35 01.50
Middlings, bag
1.40 01.55
Hides and Tallow.
Hides

sidered

n

70 varieties of

are

about 4

country, great adhave been made by the cause of

vances

05
20

&

HERE

the

good roads since the subject

This was not encouraging, but Mr.
Viele did not give up hope till one day he
nearly was run down by a cab, and, having no “cuss word” at hand, he raised
his cane and gave the offender a sharp
It was a rash act,
rap on the shoulders.
that might have brought trouble, but apprehension faded before the joy of promised knowledge. The cabman lashed his
horse and. going, turned across his shoulder to make a face.
“Soiled pig!” he called hack angrily.
The novelist gives these as his reasons
for believing the French unequal to the
demands of golf.

11 <j.I2
12 § 14
(7
1'*
15§20

Lard,

humps, can appreciate a drive
country roads in Maine
the summer time, although it might
smootb

Throughout

note.

Fuel.

I

i

Salt

hog,B>
Lamb,
10018
Sausage,
15 Venison, Ik
Tongues, each
Fresh

3bbtrtisrmrnt0.

COLDS

.100.12

Cod,
Halibut,

Street, Msw York.—Adrt.

ren

.18

Steak.
Roaat*.
Lamb:

the

he well not to mention their condition in
late fall and early rpring months.

by

and

buke,

—

Ia

over

n.'rrmtn Knickerbocker Viele, author
The Inn of the Silver Moon,” gives
nnni'tftig account of his efforts to ac- lined at the national convention at
quire French profanity. Upon his first Chicago: Securing in the various states
visit to the land of the lively Gaul he the repeal of the statute labor laws, and
was
provided with a vocabulary that the substitution therefor of the payment
served its purpose only so long as things of the usual
road taxes in cash; securing
went
well.
When things went ill, he
legal provision for the employment of
found himself without a natural outlet
vagrant, or tramp and convict labor in
for his feelings.
Accordingly he set to
preparation of material for the conwork to fiud out what Frenchmen say
struction of public roads, and securing
when they are "mad.”
the
The first experiment was at a res- ; suitable provision for governing
tauiant, when from a neighboring table widths of tires used in hauling Heavy
ho overheard a slight dispute between ; loads, etc.
the waiter and a guest. The guest had j
Regarding the necessity of this moveordered a small bottle of red wine, and j
ment, it is sufficient to say that the rethe waiter had brought a large bottle of
cords of the “Office of Public Road Inwhite wine.
quiries” show that “it cost the farmers
"I do not want it,” said the guest.
*‘I am sorry,” said the waiter, ‘‘but of the United States nearly three times
monsieur must drink it, for, unfortunate- more than those of Europe to market an
ly, the cork is drawn.”
equal tonnage of farm produce over counMr. Viele waded breathless for the ex- try roads.”
plosion.
While I do not presume to be competent
“This,” said the Frenchman, bringing to
give the farmers in Hancock county a
his bund down with violence to the table.
lesson on road building, 1 may be able to
“is very extraordinary!” (Test bien extraordinaire—no more—and the* waiter point out to them a few facts that they
quailed before it. The traveler made a have overlooked. lu Europe, and especnote of the expression and uses it still
ially in England, as much care is taken of
when much provoked, but he waited sev- the shade trees and hedges on the roaderal days for another lesson.
side, as of the road itself. Good roads over
This rame on the top of an omnibus. bleak and barren hillsides are
only half
All the seats were taken, but a stout
and while it may not te
man insisted upon climbing up.
At first appreciated,
to plant trees along the many
he contented himself with wabbling from practicanle
miles of our open country roads, there are
one pair of feet to another, but presently
he attempted to insert himself between a a few spots left in every towu in our
sleuder person and his wife. The slen- county where the farmer has not yet
der one bore this in silence until a more spoiled the beauty of the forest and the
vigorous wriggle on the part of the in- pleasure of a drive by cutting down every
truder knocked off his hat. Then, goadtree, as usual, in their greed for gain.
ed past endurance, he exclaimed, “Mon- That t
hey cut down every tree, even those
The stout man
sieur ees not polite!”
merited re- that are within the three-rods limit of the
climbed down abashed

laid, per dot...3ft g 40
Poultry.
Chickens.10420
fowl

much

an

f resh

Harrington, Capt. Mitchell,
which sailed from
Philadelphia, Nov. 26,
for Cardenas, was wrecked on Gingerbread ground, a dangerous reef of the Bahama Ialanda, Deo. 7, and became a total

patient,

in

Mnn Who Tried
l,e*rn It.

o

who travelled

hollows and
over our

of

Kg«s.

I.

of

loss.
Two of tbe
The "E. I. White”

•

Creamery per lb.ifl
Dairy .2Jfi3
Cheese.
Best factory fnew) per lb.
10JI8
Best dairy (new).....16
90
Dutch (Imported).
Oft
Nrufehatel.

building was damaged to the extent of
f2,000. The loss la covered by tusurance.
White",

Eaperlenee of

The

one

country roads In Maryland and Virginia,
where I he roads are generally full of

J

An

1901.

To the Editor of The American:

j

Rockland,

Ibbrrtfgrmrnts.

(CotrraponDfnct.

Widrmdat, December IS. 1961.
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longer be collected and, therefore,
the present bill became a necessity to
the continued administration of the

known, covers about
the whole property, is to be sold to a syndicate of New York men who, it Is said,

affairs of the islands. The bill provides for the collection of the same

propose to develop the property on much
Mr. Grob,
broader lines than heretofore.

It is reported that the whole of the John
U. Moore Interest at Grindstone Neck,
which,

the

well

uroprietor

of

Grindstone inn, la

of

syndicate.

per cent,

on

imported goods
United

factured in the

shipped

Citizen of Tremont” who
a communication will send us

to the

four fins

on

ninety-aeven
Mrs. Joy was

one

^

nesny pari oi ns
monster sank, to appear

correspondent
who

manu-

States and

It

saw

The

are

cable

no

wnen

H’KINLRY MKMORIAL.

fish

enacted before the Christmas recess,
Which will begin Dec. 19. In the Senate a large amount of time has been
devoted to the discussion of the HayFauncefote treaty which has finally
been ratified.
Postmaster General Charles Emory
Smith lias tendered his resignation,
to take effect next month. He will
be succeeded by Henry C. Payne, of
Wisconsin. The change in the cabinet was formally announced at Tuesday’s session of the cabinet. All of
the members of the cabinet expressed
their profound regret, and the President p dd a very impressive tribute to

County

Total.

_

Postmasters and others In whose bands

subscription
to

papers remain

report to Dr. Grindle

are

as soon

requested
possi-

as

ble.
_

Wonders of

j

communication to The American
printed this week, N. V. Tibbetts, of j
Washington, D. C., a summer resident
of Brooklin, makes a plea for shade trees
along country roads. The suggestions of
Mr. Tibbetts are worth earnest consideration by
Hancock county farmers.
Shade trees along country roads are not I
only a matter of beauty and comfort, but
there is a purely utilitarian side to tbe
question. Every town in Hancock county

$46 25

Wireless Telegraphy.

suade Mr. Smith to alter his determination and to remain in the cabinet, hut without success. Mr. Smith
will resume editorial control of his
newspaper, the Philadelphia Prom.

Frye has made public an
explanation of his ship subsidy hill.
After stating that he believes that his
Senator

former hill was the best that could be
frame 1, the senator says that he has
made ome modifications in order to
meet he objections which were raised

agiin

t the former measure. He asserts the necessity of the provisions
of the hill in order to establish regular steamship lines between this country and roreign ports, which alone can
eat ah ish regular trade, an impossible

accomp'ishment for

before their main trucks showed above

the horizon.

“Eutruria” left Liverpool on Dec. 7,
the same day tbe “Umbria” stearmd out
of New York.
They were 1,630 miles
eest northeast of Handy Hook when they
Five hours before
passed each other.
tbat, or when they were fully 100 miles1
apart, the receiver on be “Eulruria” began toc’ick warntng'y. T he operator replied, and then the word “Umbria” was
slowly spelled out on the “Eutruria'a” instrument. Then followed the “Umbria’s”
location. The “Eulruria” replied, giving
her location, which showed her to be fully
The

100 miles

way from t he ot her vessel.
The “Umbria” sent her number of passengers, the feet that all was well and ail

SPECIAL

a

spends each
for breaking

winter

There is

better

considerable

a

sum

!!

tramp vessels.

“Eutruria”

He

further submits that
the bill
in 1991 has not resulted in the
establishment of any regular line with

passed

tlie exception of the American line,
to which it was necessary to make
concessions uot provided for in the

bill.
The suggestion that hunters from
of the State be required to pay a
license is being discussed by the Maine
eut

SlMjrtsmen’s association, and it looks
now
as
if legislation to that end
would bo considered at the next session of the legislature. General Farrington,of the sportsmen’s association,
said recently:
“There has been a

great ch uige in sentiment on this subject in the past few years. Four years
sgo I was opposed to it, not because I
wished to liunt deer or moose myself,
but liecause I then felt that the im-

position of

license fee would be the
the number of
sportsmen coming into the State as to
work injury to the transportation
Companies, to the hotels and to the
^porting camps and guides. I have
changed my mind. The change has
been caused by the fact that, to-day,
means

of

c

in

t

Proposed

addition

to

hotel

several
i(

good

seems

i!

consist of

thirty

t

snow-blocked

Z

and

■

■

|[
i;

I

LELAND’S,

Mac bias >chuoi»er (iiven I p
four weeks since tbe
Macbias

Brown”, from Perth Amboy for Camden with coal, was last heard

schooner “Ella
from.

Tbe crew, with the exception of
the cook, were from
Jonesport, all unmarried except Capt. Peabody, who has a
wi*e
and
two childreu. The vessel
young
registered 156 tons net, and was built at
East Machias in 1869.

there

haiUly

dozens. The State owes
something to its own people. If persons come from abroad bringing sapwere

plies with them, coming here over
foreign railroads, leaving no money
in the S'ate and going-sway with hundreds of deer in their possession, as
Is known to be a fact, there is no reason why l he State should not step in
and insist that those
toward
game of the State.”

something

people contribute
preserving the

Friday tiie ways anil means
committee reported “a bill to provide
revenue temporarily for the PhilipOn

9

Isleeboro Sea
«

Captain Bead.

R. Williams, of Isleeboro,
master mariner, is dead at the age of

Capt.

A weak

battle of lit as-

It is Isolated from the lu-althv
of its fellow-beings
It cannot pur
take clUier of their play or their sturdy work
a.- d progress In the world; ll* whole llle Is embittered by incapacity and weakness.
Any woman whoexia-ct* to ItrcotM a mother
ought to know what I>r- Pierce’s Favorite I’re
sot I pilot* will do both for her own health and
during her time of trial, and also to In
sure her In bequeathing a fair no a*ure of health
and strength to the prospective liuie one.

enjoyn>ent»

The largest and best assortment
of candy in the city. Come and be
convinced that what we say is the
truth.

I call

your notice that I do nut manu
• f »cture canol.-* of a*»y description, but
that th*- candles that I could manufac ure
i ► are m >de fur me by one of the nio«t cumpotentcandy manufacturers In the sute.
to

I;;

x

83

MAIN

>

Thomas

eighty-four years.
DrafnrM Cannot be Cured
by local application*, h* it they cannot reach the
diaeaaed \ orfion of the ear. There is only one
wav to cure deafn'a*. And that la by coustllu
tlonal remedies
Deafness ia caused by an Inflamed condition of ihe mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tu'm*
Whenthla tube la Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hear
ing, an«l when It is entirely closed, deafness is
no
the result, a
unless the Inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to Its normal
condition, hearing will be destroved forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused bv Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surf tees.
We will give one Hundred Dollars for any
case of deafness ^caused by catarrh; that caunot 1«j cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. 8end for
circulars, free.
F J CHEN FT A CO.. Toledo, 0.
floW by all drug&ttft*, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

<

season

old
Our

more

1 lb 50-cent Tea,

fine line of

is

a

assortment

of domestic and

foreign

X

that we are closing out

we are

tiling

urns,

SptiinI Notices.

j
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STOCK HOLDER*’ MEETING.
The First National itnok of Ellsworth.
annual meeting of the stockholders
fpHK
of the First Na.ioual Bank of El sworth,
1
will be held at their banking rooms in Ellsworth, Maine, on Tuesday, ihe 14th day of
January, a. d. 1902. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon for the following purposes:
1st.
To elect a board of directors for the
ensuing year.
2d. lo act upon such other business as may
come before said mectin r,
Henry W. Cush maw,
Cashier.
CARD OF THANKS.
TIrE wish to express our heartfe t appre\?
elation to neighbors and f iends for
kindness and sympathy in the illness and
death of our son, Norman O. Golding, and
especially to Dr. Lewis Hodgkin* for bis
fa.thful attendance, and to Pomona grange,
of Hancock, for beautiful tribute.
8. C. Golding.
Alice D. Golding.
Hancock. Dec. 14. 1901.
_

SPECIAL NOTICE.
trespass in Cunioulocoa Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from the couuty of Hancock, the Slate of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Frets Austin.

DO

not

proposals, in duplicate, endorsed

SEALED
Proposals for Barn,
Depot, Frenchman’s Bay,

S. Naval Coal
East
Lamofne,
Maine”, will be received at the office of the
Inspector, U. 8. Naval Coal Depot, Frenchman’s Bay, East L&moine, Maine, until 1
o’clock p. m., on Wednesday, January 8, 1902,
and publicly opened immediately thereafter,
^specifications and plans, also blank forms of
proposals, can be obtained by addressing the
Inspector. U. 8. Naval Coal Depot, East Lamoine, Maine. Bidders are expected to visit
the depot and make any examination of the
site deemed necessary
December 7,1991.
at U.

<
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Best Water-white loo test

<
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Kerosene Oil.

<

9

c

per Gal

|
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in

^
f

etc.
a

SECURE

YOURSELF

against loss by FIRE

Take out

P

Shears,

Scissors,

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

Razors,
Shaving Sets,
Carving Sets,
etc.

j

a

free from

t0k$]P*

'■

large line of Andirons, Fire
Sets. Screens, etc.

X

PAYMENTS

losses

on

Are

LIBERAL, PROMPT

and SURE.

" r'*e US ^°r ^ur**‘ur
Particulars.

a*A — ■'.
^

STRATTON & WESCOTT
||

gifts::

::holiday
II
;;

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

YOU* CHAM t T« BUT

A

i

Fancy

For $2.00

C. W. & F. L.

Co £r:.
street,

lbs

Ix*ave order.- with us for your

Fine Pocket Knives,

C*

.Slate

2

to make room for new lot.

head-

CUTLERY.

Also

floor and basement

lb 50-cent Tea.

___

AT COST

♦

1-0 St*

ou

1

uuuftuaUy attractive.

special attention
to a large line of
HAMBURG EDGING

Holiday
Goods, don’t forget

machine 1 bur* planar, 1
planer, 1 large and 1 small wood
turning lathe. 1 ripping *aw machine, I saw
bench (all iron), 1 swing saw, 7St H. P. gasoline engine. All in good working order. Also
bangers, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Horn.
kins, Ellsworth, Me.

STORE—Rooms—first
in Masonic block

J>
1

25 lbs Granulated sugar,

buying

saw

recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Redman.
agent, in ine same building.

i

<

I WHITING BROS. 1

1

quarters for every,

BIP—Last Wednesday evening, between
W Ellsworth and Franklin, grip contain- !
ing papers and letters. Finder will please return t«» C. R. Jor, Franklin.

For $1.50 is

linen handkerchief with

I Christmas Turkey

I

tiiat

ONE

][

\V(' want to call

♦

►

;
< i
o

22 lbs Granulated sugar,

:-

*

I

Kngil-h Initial.
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♦
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<

< ►
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J

presents—nothing
propriatc.
a

\

< i

X
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X

FOR CASH
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< ►
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u«ual Hoe of holt-

unusual)* popular article this

An

|

■

to our

large selection of

We have

Z

>

ELLSWORTH

ST..

tH.intrt).

band
surface

1

ELLSWORTH,

UMBRELLAS and FANCY GOODS

j
!\ Z
<

;i

C. H. LELAND,

safety

fifteen!

It is

STREET,

BOOKS

X

u

••

Helpless Child.
and puny child is handicapped In the

ts a

X

}[

A

<lay goo

!I t

for

JFot Salt.

baths, and 11 at it will be placed at the
went of t he structure. One of the attractions of The Buff-* is that from every
roo:n an excellent view of the water can
be obtained
This feature will also hold
with most of Hie new rooms
L« rid lord Cuddy has received
many
applications for nnof tor summer, ami he
believes that he would have no trouble in
filling a home twice the size of the present structure.

MAIN

Wo have added

t

X

roads.

suggestion was made that the city huild a
fence some distance back from tbe road
to prevent tbe snow drifting in.

(be addition will

chambers

I

I

ME.

< ►

100 DIFFERENT KINDS
;; Z
TO SELECT FROM 100;; £

QUARRY

for

*

1

W. GREELY,

| Christmas Goods

23 MAIN STREET,
;;
;; continuing until after the Holidays * |

MEN—At once a few good quarryWages 19 to ‘£1 ctv. per hour.
0***8 Granite Co.. Biuehill, Me

aessons.

probable tin

8

MO.

j

■

THE TIME TO BUY.

:▼ For Christmas

■

out

no

he Mpraev.

tbe

pen, nut no one who has not
used a Fountain Pen knows
what a convenience they are.
1 have the Parker, Wirt and
Moore—all as good as the best.
Prices from $1.00 to $4.00.

regaining

men.

which several plans have been prepared
will be discussed.
1 he Bluffs has had

good

a

Prices
The Roods I have were bouRht to sell and not to keep.
the same at Christmas as they will be at Fast Day. and this Is

;;

AT

0

Mains.

Enlarged.
A meeting of the corporation owning
The Bluffs hotel at Mr. Desert Kerry, is to
be held soon. Among the men interested
in this property are Pension TUIe, Dr. A.
C. Ilsgertby and E. II. Oreely, of Ellaworth, and Thomas Moran,of Bar Harbor.

reducing

are hundreds of Maine citizens
who go iulo the woods hunting big
game, whereas ten years ago there

Iv 11

Kverylmdy appreciates

larity.

A.

I

FOUNTAIN PENS

their old popuA large line from
which to choose.

are

SALE;;

of

VQBNT

Hotel Blull* to be

a

so

was

still popular. I have a full
assortment at reduced prices.

are

sensible

PINS ANO BROOCHES

liCANDIES:

in Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
our teas, c «ffee, etc.
For terms apply to
Grand Union Tea Co., 114 Main St., Uangor.

latest news fiorn New
York. The
“Eutruria” sent word of the burning of
the great Liverpool exchange quadrangle
which uccuned on Dec. 6, while the

and

Hbbcrtisnumte.

a

the

Silver Novelties

presents for weddings or
Christmas.
A fresh stock
and good assortment from
which to select.

snow
preventive
OUR LEADERS :
practical Illustration of the wonders drifted roads than trees and
shrubbery
of wireless telegraphy was given by the
3 lbs mixed candy. 25c
;;
tbe highways.
this
aloug
year
Already
Canard line steamships ‘‘Eutruria” and
the city of Ellsworth three times has had ;;
2 lbs broken candy. 25c
“Umbria” on the Atlantic.
Long t»efore to break out the road between
tbe c tv !
either ship sighted the other their com- and
Woodbine cemetery, where the wind
the servic '9 and personality of the
;; mixed nuts ud walnuts ;;
manders were conversing by the Marhaa a broad sweep across the fields, and
15c per pound
retiring member of his official family. coni wireless system. The position of even in a light snow storm, fi ls In the 1 ]
lne.f 10. 15, and 20c ! !
cut through which the road ruus.
At a
He said that he had sought to per- each
; ; The heat
ship was known to the other hours recent
< »
candiea you ever aaur
meeting of tbe aldermen the

A

useful

$30.00

to

steamer

man

In

75c

STERLING SILVER WARE

tor 25c

Towns.

trlbutors. Amt.
Postoftice.
Mt Desert. 49 $10 60
16 85
Northeast Harbor. ?4
Seal Harbor. 17
7 05
41
8 06
l^amoine.
Lamolne Beach....
7
112
6
145
North Bluehlll.
5
1 10
Center.

uo with them from
7-'>c to sir,.

CHAIN'S to

by tbe Ger- !

“Frankfurt”, from Baldmore.
Tbe rescued
people are Capt.
tions.
Contributions to the McKinley me- Franklin
Lowell, of Bucksport, bis wife
morial fund bo far reported by Dr. R. L. and
niece, and two seamen. The “W. H. j
Botli
houses of
Congress have Grindle, of Mt. Desert, the Hancock Card”
sailed from Bangor, Nov. 1, for
work d with unusual energy during county member of the State committee,
NVareham, Mass. She was biown off, sod j
the past week, and as a result there areas follows:
the crew was taken off by tbe “Frankfurt”
will be some important legislation
No Con
in mid-ocean.
cock

$2.50 to $40.0a

and nine months
years
born In Ellsworth in 1804,

avoid hurry.

The ring is the “seal of friendship", and Is the gift of gifts.
They are very popular. I have
the largest and most attractive
assortment of rings I ever
carried. Prices from

I f you are in want of a watch
I have a I a rue number from
which to select Prices from

make

have

as some

and

now

RINCS

WATCHES

Cdarate four HowcU filth C'»ac«r«*tn.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever
If C. C C fail. dru*cri«tarefund money

from

Card” had been landed there

Contributions to the Fund from Han-

early opportunities,

Make your seleetions

already done.

and she waa unable to read, a deprivation
which wm very hard for her to bear.
She whh noted for her kindnea*, liberality
and aoclal qualities.
H. L. M.

Bremen, Germany,
brought pleasant news to Bucksport last i
Wednesday in tbe announcement that tbe j
crew of the Bucksport schooner “W. H.
j

Philippines.

lie wise and take advantage of

me

precaution to !
story, as those
all sober, reiisble men.”
no

APPROACHING.

IS FAST

CHRISTMAS

She was married to her second husband.
John llreen Joy, in 1830. They moved to
Sebec In 1834. They were among the first
settlers of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Joy had enjoyed
health
good
throughout her long life, and in the last
few years was able to do her work, but

Oar

more.

and

was married to her first husband, Thomas McCoy, who died in 1829

takes the

“This is

add:

uecu,

Fellows,

where she

barrel,
large
back, a round head and
One man fired a rifle ball

into toe

of Odd

Eso eric lodge, F. and A M Ellsworth.
He leaves a widow, five ai-ters, Mrs 8.
W
A Pomeroy, Mrs. O
Vennard and
Mrs Lewis B dwell, of Andover, Mass,
Mrs. Riley Hall, of Rocklaud. and Mrs.
H. B Nichols, of North Wilmington.
Mass three brothers, Davenport Murch.
of Ellsworth, Frank E.
Murch, of Lo«*
Angeles, Cal and E. W. Murch, of Westboro, Mass.
The funeral was held from his late home,
conducted by Rev Edwin Smith. A delegation of Odd Fellows acted as pallbearers. The Odd Fellows’ funeral service,
which was used was very lim res ive The
floral offerings were profuse and beautiful.

of

1(H) Yenra Old.
On Dec. 10 Mrs. Paulina Robertson Joy
died at Sebec, at the advauced age of

its

picked tail.

lodge

of the Andover

Aim'at

long,

to engage in commerce between the
Philippines and the United States on
payment of the same tonnage dues as
are paid by vessels entering the United
States from foreign countries, and it
further provides for a drawback of 99

iflt.hmiftr

If
sends us
his name, we will give the matter consfderaion. No well-conducted newspaper prints anonymous communica-

is

as

Buck’s Harbor people have seen the sea
bills, and converts all duties collected
Philippine goods imported into the serpent, or something much resembliug it,
United States into the Philippine according to our Booth Brooksville correspondent. It is described as about sixtreasury. It permits foreign vessels teen feet
as
around as a

canals has reported favorably on Senator Morgan’s bill providing for the
construction of the Nicaraguan canal.
“A

finest

on

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1901,
Th** ftonol.A

print

days, and she can read the
without glasses.

duties as were formerly collected under the Dingley and Taft commission

MOON’S PHAStS.
Third

i

C«pt. Murch was born In Ellsworth. At
the age of seventeen years he went to sea
and for the following thirty years of his
life he was engaged in the coasting trade
In 1891 be moved to \ndover. Mass where
Harbor expects to have its |15,000
he has since resided. He was a member

the islands calculated to afford the
needed revenue. By a decision of the
supreme court, the duties provided
for by the measures mentioned could
no

29

IT IS IIP TO YOU!
-1 I AM PREPARED

months.

trying to do business
North Castlne. On Wednesday,
D c. Uv C. M. Leach picked three full*
blowu buttercups near his home.
at

—

application

DECEMBER

1901

Prospects
unusually bright.

land boom.

a

reports

season are

Summer is still

over

Philippine

Price—$2.00 ft year; $1.00 foi
.aj cents for three months;
in advance, $1.50, 75 aDd TO cent*
All arrearages ire reckoned ai
! per year.
Kates—Arc reasonable, and wll

now r> on

for next

Capt. Llewellyn

been established, roads built and re
B tr
paired and a large amount of work in
improving the harbor of Manila has swimming pool completed in time for
that the next season. Nearly two-thirds of the
been already performed;
fund has already been subscribed.
continuance of such public improve- required
ments will be necessary^ for an inMrs. Hannah B. Young, of Surry, will
definite period, that the treasury de- be
ninety five years of age next month.'
the
been
has
collecting
partment
Her father, James Young, was a soldier
tariff
the
in
duties scheduled
Dingley
in the Revolutionary army, and was
bill on goods imported from the Phil- killed on board a privateer.
In spite of
ippines, and that the Taft commission her age she is apparently in good health.
has carefully prepared a tariff bill for Her hearing is as good as in her younger

BT THE

-ANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING GO.
I A
Hollins. Editor and Manager.
|BWr |iiion

Castlne

its passage. Chairman Payne said the
United States has found i'self confronted with the necessity of making
extensive public improvements in the
islands; that schools have

abbrrttsrmfnts.

Former IS II a wort li Man Dead.
Foster March, a native
of Ellsworth, died at Andover, Maw Friday, Nov. 29, aged fifty four year*, aix

COUNTY GOSSIP.

pine Islands”. In explanation o! the
provisions of the bill and necessity of

UQOl>

A

KStJK

M

h

EBONY,
and SILVER NOVELTIES,

II
||

J

“CLARION RANGES, FDRNACES, STOVES.
an Si «*£“:.
fXSSf***»•

||

IKCLUIH.ro
••

Latest improvements in both system*.
First-class workmanship.
Prices as
low as is consistent with
good work.

||
EBONOID, ||
IT OK

Manicure Sets. Military Brushes,"
Brush and Comb Sets,
Nail Files, II
Tooth Brushes,
Button Hooks,

||

Main Stle(

II Paper Knives,

Bag Tags,
Shoe Horns,
11

;
••

||

and

I do
over to

other articles suitable
for preaoiita.

many

No. 5 Haiti Street.
-fr-M-M-

ELDRIDGE.

g “Flowers

propose to carry tbeae goods..
another year if price will eell them

GREELY,

J- P-

t’

nOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOo

not

A. W.
||
I

**

are

g

f1 8
|| 2
Tj

always
they

cause

0

sertion

lit presents be- 0
are a

that

proud

as-

5

a

ray of x
beauty outvalues all the 2
utilities in the world.”
X

8
8

—Emerson,

x

5
that Syrup Tar ami Wild Cherry Cough
Balaam "Heat* Ail”wIII cure every cough,
but it will come so near to It that we feet
perfectly aafe In saving that if you do not
feel aatUfled with what It does for you,
O
you may return the eiupt bottle and we i
c
will give you back your money,
as a
matter o fact, we've only been asked to
refund the money three or four timea in
the last two years

8

Flowers and Plants for the HoiIdays can be had at the

R

1

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE 5

WE DO NOT SAY

i

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

and uj> tn-date
reasonable.
Cali and
in newest

G. A. PARCHER,
APOTHECARY.

1J

»t>le*
be

Price-*
convinced.

MAHKL N. JOY.
fil.-e*

Manning

M. M.

BEAT;

Ell.wortb

Me.

IT COSTS NO MOSe.

MERTZ,

Practical Tuner
■

Itepairing

a

!!
Organ,,

g

O

specialty.

Fourteen years'
factory experience.
Out of town orders
solicited.

Drop a postal or leave orders at J.
Crippeu’s music store, Ells-

T.

worth, Me.

>>c«XKX>oooQCMyoo<>oooooooc>8

j LADIES’
TAILORING
and DRESSMAKING

F »K SALE BY

OET THE

Ellsworth,

Ubbrttlsrtnmw.

MERRY CHRISTMAS.
ONLY

WEEK

ONE

FOI L

MORE

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS.
i ELLSWORTH
FOR

MERCHANTS

THEM-GOOD

ARE

READ1
OF

DISPLAYS

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS.

Merry Christmas sgsln
Hurt with every indication that It will hi
a Christmas of the old-fashioned kind
which we hear so much shoo! but seldou
Here

at

wr are

experience nowadays. Winter has a gooc
grip on us already, and If he does no
looaen his Icy tinners for another week, i
will be all the better

Ellsworth

for

All that is needed

chants.

now

Is

mer

litth

a

to grease the roads.
But Ellsworth merchants cater not

1

•now

onl]

out-of-town trade, but to home trade
we want to repeat wbat we bav<
urged upon Ellsworth people from year t<
y».«r—when you are buying your glfte
stay at home. There are not a great manj
Industries In Ellsworth to draw monej
from outside, and many purchases fron
out-of-town cause a constant drain or
he circulating cash in Ellsworth, witt
the natural result from which Ellawortt

to

And here

j

RAW FURS
Cash paid.

\

don’t want v
the 2 business suffers—tight money. Ifthepeo
trapper gets his share, and I 2 pie of Ellsworth really appreciated tin
treat him right. I have had o' importance to themselves, as well as to tin
long experience in handling X buslnes men, of keeping money at home
6 there would be fewer purchases out ol
furs.
I

profit myself

all the

—

town.

B. F.

At this

PHILLIPS, 5
O
(1ROCKR,
(opp depot), Kllsworth. 2

Main st.

please who cannot And in thi
Ellsworth stores articles to bis or hei

liking. Holiday buyers must take a trif
through the Ellsworth stores.
The interruption of railroad traffic bj
the storm has delayed .Santa Claus some*
what, but he already has landed a Isrgt
supply of goods In Ellsworth, and when

To all peraons Interfiled In either of the eaUUM hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Buckap^rt, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the third

following

the

having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it ia hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be he'd at Ella-

THE

GEORGK

Edmund B. Hodgkins, late of Latnoine, in
said county, deceased. A certain Instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
presented by Rachel M.
probate thereof,
Hodgkins, the executrix therein named.
Peter Cain, late of Ellsworth, in said connty, deceased. Petition that A. F. Burnham
may be appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased, presented hr A. P. Burnham. a creditor of aaid deceased.
AbiJan Garland, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that A. F. Burncounty, deceased
ham may be appointed administrator of tbe
estate of said deceased, presented by A. V.
Burnham, a creditor of said deceased.
William Small, late of Deer Isle, in said
Petition* thst Mark L.
comity, deceased.
Dodge may be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, presented by Ellen J.
Mover, a daughter of said deceased.
Hannah M. Msyo, late of BrookaviUe. in
said county, deceased.
First account of
Charles R. Crockett, administrator, filed for
settlement.
unsound
Alfred McDonald, a person of
mind, of Bucksport. in said county. I-irst account of Isaac U. Homer, guardian, filed for
settlement.
Alfred McDonald, late of Rnckspoit, in said
oountf, deceased, spiral account of Isaac H.
Homer, administrator, filed for settlement.
Beth Webb, late of Deer Isle, in said county, deceased. Becond account ol Charles H.
45. Webb, executor, flirt! for settlement.
Susan Gray, late of c astine, in »aid cisanty,
Petition filed by Geo. M Warren,
deceased
administrator of theeatate of said deceased,
for license to sell, at public or private sale,
the real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Isaac Mace, lat* of Aurora, in said county,
deceased. Petition filed by Albert E. Mace,
exet utor of the last will and wstament of said
deceased, *or license o sell at public or private sale tbe real estate of said 4gceas«d, as
described in said petition.
Rebecca M. Young, late op Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition riled by A. A.
Littlefield, administrator, for an order of distribution of the estate of aaid deceased.
John Paul Oordon, late of Fraaktiu. in said
county, deceasedPetition filed by ArnoW.
King and Prank F. BUisdell, ad minis! tutors.
»
an order of distribution of the estate of
said deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A
rue copy. Attest —CH AH. P. Doaa. Register.
fTMlE subscriber hereby gives notice that
I
she has been duly appointed adminisof
tratrix with the will annexed of the estate
the
Jame- Collar, late of Plantation No. 33, in
and
given
county of Hancock, deceased,
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
•demand* against the estate of said deceased
same for settleare desired to present the
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
immediately.
to make payment
Aisrui 1- Williams.
December 3, 1901
that
rrvHK subscriber hereby give* notice
he has been duly appointed adminisF. Curran,
trator of the estate of Nicholas
the county of HanEden, in
late of

{

demand#
person* having
deceased are desired
settlement, aud all
to present
to make p»r
indebted thereto .re requeued
fc- »“*U14ANmeul immediately.
December 3,
All

direct*.

estate of said
the same for

etc.

He offers

bonus as

of

HincocM*
law direct*.

the

lhe **.
All persons having demands against
w
uld decreed .re de.lred
and .1!
the i.me for «etl lenient,
make
thereto are teqoe.led to
J im..

Utr'of

P.r'?f“J

P»r£«'

*tv«

mediately.

December 3. 1801.

THi,Uh» tTen hSu'yy C'SS
deceived,

bond, being

no

d£e«ed Ire

re.

«■

veltlemca >_

pwment immediately.

'•dIu-w" iM‘
®* ,h'

county of
of" Or”and!!*Irn"eihe
i“edecliwS
b“ndv being required
Afl person*

£“ mk decease
H*ucock,
ol vald
by the urui
demand.
having
of

thereto

(h(j
,re(l to
uud all
make

*d

''""“lalvnent
reuITealed
reque.i.u to

r.
are

3. .90.-

1LU4

presenl

indebted

In.
payment
vV_ Stsuk.

^w«asiSBiW““
j
^Ti'^U

t'1'*"?' fitite
eviate

and
•which said real
are
•

unnkruoicu.
/» Bankruptcy

hereby riven

th.^

pictures.

furs, too, is exceptionally

1'be stock of

Then there

large.

are

many

opportuni-

Christmas shoppers in the regular line of linens, gloves,
bauderchiefs, silk and dress goods, cloaks,
capes, rugs, carpets, curtaius, etc.

suggestions

ties and

ROBERT

for

HOLMES,
manager of the China & Japan Tea Co.
store, has a very large line of crockery,
fancy dishes,cups and saucers, brlc-a- brae,

jardlnfers In Japanese
Ellsware, bisque ornaments, pictures.
worth people who have been buying tea

umbrella stands and

and coffee at this store and

saving their
pretty Christpresents without feeling the cost.
get

coupons, will
mas

C

in his
1

some

very

FOSTER,

K

regular line of furniture, has

and that
may

means

be found

that many suitable gift*
there. There are side-

boards, china closets, chiffoniers, parlor,
library, and side tables, fancy chairs, work
baskets, wood-baskets, bed puff*. Then

pictures
Is

picture frames, of which h(
especially attractive exhlbll

and

making

an

year, mirrors, bamboo and reed
elties, etc.
this

Gluts

A

and
»

on

.h.1^

theapl

pervoual
proper*)
,6e ,chedufea o
e

.aid bankrupt,
H «
said court. '»«
hearing npon «id
State atreet, fcllsoof'h.
all creditor, whose
>n e
been proved, will prove»
desire to share

)<>

cu^ro

nov-

Bl'KIUl.l-

Burrill’s market

Ulles 4

will

be wel

and

meats

vegetables.

s

Thu

makings special Christmas offei
of hand-painted china sets for a eertaii
number of coupons on purchases. Ells
worth’s good housewives, looking foi
their Christmas supplies for the table
will surely visit this market.
market Is

S.

E.

CHAPMAN,

confectioner, la busy making hli
Christmas caiwileB. He will have a tint
candy ant
Christmas broken
lot of
day
candy, fresh every
cream mixed
Besides the candy of his own make
|
which may be depended upon as pure, hi
has a flue lot of package goods in fancj
boxes put up especially for the Christina
trade. Mr. Chapman makes an especlall;
attractive window display.
the

F

B.

PH1UJP8

^lain street, ii
Up near the depot,
husines
a new-comer In the Ellaworth
Ellewortl
world, though not a stranger to
make
people by any means. Mr. Phillips
trade
no preparations tor the Christmas
but he has a Merry Cbrlatmas greetlni
for all. And
tides which

ou

bis shelves

many ar
wsy to th

are

will fled their
Cbrlstniss tsble.
J. A CUNNINGHAM
this year o
Is msklng s Bpeclslty sgsln
of whlcl
the delicious Apollo chocolates,
a

deivc
parlicuiwrlvand

some

handsome pieces for the holidays. His
stock is larger and better than ever; it
includes everj thing In the furniture line,

return, or

red that v
at No.,
^ 1901, ant
not alread)
„ onc« I

distribution

o

B
Referee in Bankruptcy.
1», l»lEllsworth, Me.. Dec.

they
dividends

The American.
gubst rilie for

He ha

before

silk-covered boxe
He has them in fancy
I* no rnor
of all colors and sizes. There
than a bo
appropriate or acceptable gift ChrlBtma
has
of fine candies. He also
If yo
novelties and Christmas candles.
husband
want a box of cigars for your
the ktu I
Cunningham won’t give you
juket* are written about.
TUf£ W.
makes

an

R.

PAKKKK CLOTH IN Or

CO.

atlraclive Christmas display i

GOT

TEN

THOU-

SAND DOLLARS IN TEN DAYS.
GIVEN ANOTHER STINT— MUST COLLECT

•6,000

BY

6— SUITS TO

JANUARY

BE BROUGHT FOR

TAX

DEEDS

books this

and

year.
J. P.

Eruptions

Dry, moist, scaly tetter, all forms
eczema or salt rheum, pimples
and pther cutaneous eruptions proeither inher-

P.

Portland.
Boston.

lion

lino

nf Christ

mua

naiiHIss

He has

walnuts

and

mixed

showing

payers.

for the

One of the aldermen said he could not
understand why citizens who uphold the
system of municipal government, who are

candy.
nuts, pop-

generally accounted ‘‘good citizens” in the
community, who enjoy all the benefits of
the city—the sewers, electric lights, side-

sortment.
STRATTON & WESCOTT.

walks, etc.,

Ellsworth’s ChristProbably nothing
mas windows has attracted more longing
iu

which

would be

advantages of the schools—yet expect
city to pay for all these things, at a
monthly expense of something like |4,000,
and they not contribute one cent toward
the

the

a

necessitating
city.

Fire sets and screens, and
for older
sets, are suggestions
J. WALSH,

styles

are more

fore.

A tine

certainly

an

attractive than

pair

of shoes

or

It

ever

bas

beis

GREELY,

an

deemed necessary

Portlanu

market will be well stocked also with
green stuff ordered especially for Christmas.

BYRN,

good line of clothing and furniabing goods. As specialties may mentioned
his overcoats and ulsters and boys’ heavy
suits, which be is offering at bargain
prices. He calls particular attention to
usual

bis stock of underwear in the real-wool
collars and cuffs are
Rubber
fleece.
another specialty at this store. Bilk or
iineu
handkerchiefs, mufflers, neckties,
etc., are always in demand for Christmas.
CHARLES H.

Further down

GRINDAL.

Water

at

the

is the grocery store
of Charles H. Grinds!, the shelves well
filled with goods which are necessary for
the Christinas table.
M.

MOORE,

dealer, says Christmas is the dullest season of the year for bis business,
but no doubt some of his scallops and
oysters will find a place on the Christmas
table.
By the way, Mr. Moore soys scallops make just as good salad as lobsters.
the fish

THE ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSES.
The Ellsworth greenhouses, Mies M. A.
which

Clark proprietor,
street,
now better arranged and better equipped
than ever before, will have flowers, holly,
etc., to brighten Christmas homes.
on

This

completes

Park

are

the round of American

make
who
special overthe Christmas shoppers. But
are other business and professicual
represented in The American's colto whom it must at this time ex-

advertisers
tures
there
men
umn

then

adjourned.

Pedagogical Society.

Letter to F. fl. (Jaynor,
Ellsworth.
Dear Sir
Rockland, Maine, is a sea-coast
town; hard place for paint. About seventeen
years ago, Far rami, Spear A Co., Rockland, began with Devoe. Their first sale was to paint
the Farrington residence, well known there.
Mr.

street,
been

Farrand says the house appears, from the
to be well painted now, and has never

repainted.

We should like to know more definitely about
job ol paint that has lastea seventeen years
It is the longest time we
on a sea side house.
have had a re Hurt on.
Lead and oil lasts three years—a first-rate job
—and nobody says it lasts longer. We are content to say that Devoe lead and zinc lasts twice
as long; but we know of houses Innumerable,
on which our paint has exceeded six years.
Yours truly,
r. W. Devok A CO.
A 20

a

|

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth

street,

junction of Franklin,

EDWIN

of aider-

twenty-second annual meeting of
Pedagogical society will be
held at the Slate House, Augusta, Thursday and Friday, Dec. 26 and 27.

of

OWEN

board

The

turkeys for Christmas!
That’s the size of the order sent by Davis
market this year. This seems like a good
many turkeys, but Mr. Davis says he exHis
pects to sell everyoue of them.
ton

the

the Maine

MARKET.

DA VIM
a

meeting
Maine

drug store shows
of toilet articles, perfumery in fancy
boxes, etc. They are making a specialty
of the aluminum brush, comb and mirror seta.
This store carries an extra large
stock of perfumery in bulk and package,
including the celebrated Roger & Gatlet’s perfumery. There is a tine case of
cigars iu this store.
Half

by

to

tend hearty Christmas greeting.
There are the dent lets and the doctors
fjrthe toothaches and other aches that
will result from Christmas dissipations;
there are the undertakers, C. R Foster
and L. W. Jordan, whose services will be
required if you get beyond the doctor’s
help, and then there are the lawyers who
will step in and settle up the estates.
There are the savings bank, the loan
and building association and tbe safe
deposit boxes for the safe-keeping of the
money you have left when your wife gets
through with her Christmas shopping.
There are the insurance agents, C. C.
Burriil A Son, George H. Grant Co O. W.
Tapley and C. W. A F. L Mason, who
will injure your house against loss by fire
from Christmas tree candle*. Christmas
is ali right, but the provident man does
not waste all hiB substance in riotous
living, or promiscuous giving, but guards
against misfortune by investing in insurance, both fire and life.
To all these and to all it« readers The
American Wishes « Merry Christmas and
a prosperous New Year!

Fort.

ARRIVED

Friday, Dec 13
Sch .1 M Kennedy, Hutchins, Salem
Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Boston

Saturday, Dec 14
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Jordan, Boston
SAILED

Wednesday, Dec 18
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Jordan, Bar Harbor,
brick for It B Phillips
Sch Forester, Farrell, Northeast Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Domestic

M
A. V.
00;..
9 00
P. M.
12 40
11 00
M A. M.
A
6 0
10 00 4 50
6 0ft 10 0ft'
4 64
ft«o
6 U 10 i2

7

BANGOR.
Bangor, Kx. 8t.
Brewer Junction
Holden. ; t« 34 10 34, tft 2»*
Lake House.; f6 411 In 4
ffl 27
ireei. Lake.
6 49 10 50
ft > ft
tfl ft«j 10 691 fft 4
Stool In
7 13 11 I8j ft 68
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
7 18 11 18 6 08
7 10' II 27l t« 18
Wash'gton Jc.
E ran kiln Road.
f7 3 »| 11 37| 6 23
Hancock. f7 49 II 47| 6 3"
Waukeag, 8. Fy. 7 5‘ 1152 6 34
8 00
11 6m 6 40
Mt.Desert Ferry.....
8 20
Sullivan.....
8 60
Sorrento ..
—..
BAR HARBOR.! 9 30 12 4ft! 7 27

Promises to

cure and keeps the
Don’t put off treatment.
bottle of Hood’s today.

SERVICES.

and

special

Christmas music.

Unitarian church

the

At

Christmas service

a

place of the usual Sunday
school session. The children will not
unite with the church service as in nrewilt take the

vIouh years.
The usual
held

in

rious

Sunday

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offle*.
£118 worth.
Passengers are requested to procure ticket*
| ►eforc entering the train, and especially Rile
<

will have their

schools

tertainments end

trees

on

Christmas

Christmas night.
At the Unitarian vestry

be

■

BOSTON AND BANCOR

vaeneve

Christmas

on

I

eve, a supper will be served the children
of the Sunday school at 6 o’clock. This
be followed

by

a

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
K. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket A«»t.

vorinto

or

will

>n

f

Christmas services will
the Catholic church. The

Steamship Company.

Christmas enter-

tainment and tree.

Baptist church the Sunday
Christmas entertainment and tree

the

At
school

will be held Christmas

A Christmas

eve.

cantata, “The Coming of the King,”
which contains choruses, duets, solos, recitations and dialogues, will be rendered.
At the Methodist church the Sunday
school Christmas entertainment aud tree
will be held Christinas
no

8team*
1

rs

leave Bar Harbor

at

7

a

m

on

Mon-

lays and Thur-days for Seal Harbor, Northeast
tarbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton, con
icctlng at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

There will be

eve.

SundHy evening Christmas concert at
RETURNING.

this church this year.
The Christmas entertainment for the

Congregational Sunday school and society
will take place on Christmas night.
liOKN.

From Boston, Tuesdays uud Fridays at
P ni
From Rockland, via way-landings, Wed netlays and Saturdays at (about) 5 a m.

DOLLIVEK—At Tremont, Nov 27, to Mr and
Mrs Dudley ft Dolliver, a sou.
FLOOD—At Ellsworth, Dec 15, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert E Flood, a daughter.
HENDRICKS-At Little Deer Isle, Dec 6, to Mr
ami Mr* William G
Hendricks, a son.

E. S. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Austin, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

[Harold 1
HOPKINS—At Trenton, Dec 15,

Hopkins,

II

to

Mr and Mr*

a son.

LUNT—At Tremont, Dec 3, to Mr and
Ro and
unt a daughter
SPRAGUE-At Tremont, Nov 20, to Mr and
Eugene II Sprague, a daughter.
SMITH—At Tremont. Dee 0, to Mr and
Fred A Smith, a daughter.
TINKER—At Tremont, Dec 13, to Mr and
John R Tinker, a son.

Mrs

ioctiand, Blnehill & Eilswortli SteaiM Co.

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

MAKItlKD.
BUTLER —H A It PER—At Tremont, Dec 7, by
George R F uller, esq. Miss Annie M Butler to
Ansel L Harper. Imtn of Tremont.
CARMAN—HASKELL—At Deer Isle, Dec 10.
by Rev Minot Shaw Hartwell, Ml** Noia
Evelyn Carman to Arthur Brooks Haskell,
both of Deer Isle.
DAY-GRAY—At Bluehill, Dec 11, by Rev
Ebenezer Bran, Mi-s Ruble E Day to Herbert
M Gray, both of Bluehill
DA V1S-H ENI)RICK At Little Deer Is 1c. Dee
6, bv Rev Samuel O F'os*, Mrs Rose Davis, of
Little Deer Is'e. to James 1> Hendrick
SINCLAIR —GREENS:—At Bluehill, Dec 14, by
Rev C M G Harwood, Miss Florence M Sinclair, of F ranklin, to Charles E Greene, of
Bluehill.
—

WINTER SCHEDULE 1901-2.
Steamer ••Juliette” will leave Rockland Wedlesday, December 4, «ml thereafter through the
vlmer season. every Wednesday and Saturday,
ipou arrival of steamer from Bo ton, for Dark
larhor, 'Northwest Harbor, 'Little Deer Isle,
South Brooksvllle, Sargentvllle, Deer Isle,
kidgwlck, Brook II n, South liluehll), Bluehlll,
! lurry and EbsworthRETURNING.
VIII leave Surry at 0 30 o’clock every Monday
ind Thursday. m::klng above landings and conlecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
'Land Saturday going East and Monday re
urnlng.
rLan«l Wednesday going East and Thursday

•eturnlng.

N B—This company will not be responsible for
from accidents or other unavoid-

lelays arising

DIKD.

able

causes.

A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me-

O.

BUZZELL—At Amherst, Dec 14, Samuel F
Buzzed, aged 64 years.
BLODGETT-At North Brooksvllle, Dec 9,
Robert .1 IPodgett, aged 82 years.
CARLISLE— At Surry, Dec 11, Mrs Essie May
Carlisle, aged 21 .years, 2 months, 23 days.
D'UtR—At Bar Harbor, Dec 11, Mrs Esther
Dorr, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 68 years,
5 months.
GRINDLE—At Bluehlll, I»ec 12. Mrs Deborah
() Grlndlc, aged 6ft years, 5 months, 8 days.
HOLDEN —At North Deer Isle, Dec 9, Mrs Harriet L Holden, aged 6ft vears, 10 months.
JOY—At Sebec, Dec JU, Mrs Paulina Robertson
Joy, a native of Ellsworth, aged y7 years, 9
months.
MURCH—At Andover. Mass, Nov 29, Capt
Llewellyn F Murch formerly of Ellsworth,
aged ft4 years, 6 months.
PETERS—At Bluehlll, Dec 12, Lemuel E D
Peters, aged 82 year*, 1 month, 27 days
ROY A L—At Ellsworth, Dec 12, Arthur 3 Royal,
aged ft8 years, 2 months.
REYNOLDS—At Bar Harbor, Dec 13. Flora,
daughter of Arthur Reynolds, aged 1 year, 16
days.
UN DERVVOOD—At Bar Harbor, Dec 14, Thomas
A Underwood, aged 37 years, 4 months, 22days.

Ports.

Boston —Ar Dec II, sch Alice J Crabtree,
Axtm, W C A
Ar Dec 13, schB Jas W Paul, jr, Bucksport for
Rosario; Sunbeam, Stonlngtou
Booth it 4 y-Sid Dec 14, schs Chas A Hunt,
9ionlngton, Myra Sears, Mi Desert
Ar Dec 13, schs John Bracewell, Myronus and
Jas A Webster, Stonlngtou
Passed I>ec 14, sch Julia
CITY Island
Frances, Ellsworth for Jersey City
Savannah—Sid l>ec '0, schs Florence Leland.
Eaton, New ^ork; Thelma, Marshall, New
Bedford
Nkw London—Sid Dec 14, sch M E Eldrldge,
Stonlngtou lor New York
Ar Dec 13. sch Jonathan Cone, New York for
eastern port
New YORK—Ar Dec 14. schs H H Chamberlain, Perth Amooy for Boston; Mary A Hall,
Pensacola for Irvington; Harry W Haynes,
Port Liberty, ilayil, for Stamford
Pt>rtlani*— Ar Dec 13. schs M C Moseley,
for Boston; H s Collins, Deer Isle for Boston;
Westerloo. Boston
( id Dec 12, sch John Paul. Foss, Mayaguez,
P R
Perth Am hoy—Sid Dec
12, sch Sedgwick,
Hagerihy, New York
Rockland—Ar Dec 13, sch Wrn Collins, Stoniugton for New York
Salem-Ar Dec 13, ach Mary C Stuart for New
York
Vineyard Haven—Ar Dec 13, sch Pothasset, south Amboy for Stonlngtou
Portsmouth—Ar Dec 13. sch Hattie M Mayo,
Calais tor Dover
Pascagoula—Ar l»ec 11, tch Lejok, Smith,
Key West
Philadelphia—Ar Dec 12, sch {Annie E
Rlckerson, St John, N B
Wilmington, N C—eld Dec 11, ach (Willie L
Maxwell, Bowden, Port Spain, Triu
Notea.
Vineyard Haven, Dec 11—Sc*! Helera, JasIsland for Boston, reports
irom Turks
per,
heavy gules the entire pussage; had decks swept
and lost fly log jib.

as
Christmas Sunday.
Christmas sermons by the

t8top on signal or noticeto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throng!)
rains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boa
on and St. John.

worth churches

There will be

H

The

window

attractive

an

tl« collectors of taxes

men.

MOORE’S

WTGGIN &

notify

pay to the cit> traasurer from their
several commitments, MfcPt>efore the 6th
day of January, 1902, the sum of f5,000,
and if the said nuio is not so paid, that the
city will proceed against the bondsmen of
said collectors.
Another vote was passed instructing the
mayor to bring suit at the January term
for the collection of such tax deeds as

unusually large stock
for the holidays. There are many pretty
novelties iu silver ware, cut glass and
fancy china. He has an attractive line of
opera glasses. Pins and brooches are regaining their old-time popularity, and he
Then
nas them in the newest
styles.
there is the regular jewelry line of watches,
chains, rings, etc.

jeweller,

that the city clerk be

also voted

to

acceptable gift.
A. W.

the

was

instructed to

the

slippers

by

unpaid.

who has just hung a brand new notary
public sign in his window, has Christmas
slippers for the whole family, from the
baby np to the grandfather, and in va-

styles and ail sizes, and says

borrowing

of money

term of the supreme court for the collection of such sewer assessments as remain

folks.

rious

the

The board passed a vote instructing the
mayor to bring suit at the next January

other window.

E.

an

the

pocket knives, pecks of them, in the

carving

for

entire year, but on the
expense
contrary, make the expense heavier by

convenience iu any household, and a perpetual delight to the Hoy. Then there are
the

and whose children have all

the

eyes of boys thau the tool chests at Stratton & Wescott’s.
These vary widely in
price; the most elaborate of them contain

I
P.

Boston.

promise.

reported above, pastors,

received, and the members of the
board expressed grstitication at the work
done. At the same time the aldermen
expressed themselves as not inclined to let
up in the least on the delinquent tax-

corn, fruits, etc. Cignra, pipes and smokers’ articles are also carried in large as-

real serviceable tools

as

were

(annn

In

collections

M

4 00
7 2ft

80
57

..

pro
The statements of the several collectors

Christmas shopper
Stoves and ranges
may be included in this list, as many a
housewife, struggling with a smoky old
stove, will testify.
CHARLES H. LELAND,
the confectioner, has an unusually attrac-

A.

«

i

Mayor Gree y, Aid. 8tuart, Brady and Preparations for Celebration In Ellsthe crockery and stove dealer, does not
Jelllson were present at the Thursday
make any specialty of Christmas goods,
worth Churches and Sunday Schools.
In the absence of Cleric
but in his regular line of crockery and evening meeting.
Next Sunday, the last before Christmas,
on
account of illness, W. H.
Wyman
will be generally observed in the Ellsglassware in sets and Individual pieces,
Titos was chosen clerk
tem.

are many articles the
should not overlook.

M. A.
5 36
9 05
5

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

CHRISTMAS

If

...

published.

THE MEETING.

M. P.

P.

..

Hood's Sarsaparilla permanently cured J.
G. Hines. Franks. 111., of eczema, from which
he had suffered for gome time; and Miss
Alvina Wolter. Bo* 212, Algona. Wis.. of pimples on her face and back and chafed skin on
her body, by which she had been greatly
troubled.
There are more testimonials in
favor of this great medicine than can be

a

M

A

or

Buy

HARBOR TO BA NOOK.

BAB

BAB HARBOR. 10 80 A *5.
4 CM)'.
Sorrento.
Sullivan
4 25...
Ml Desert Ferry.
11 vo 4 60 9 )o
11 26 4 57 9 17
Waukeag, 8. Fy
11 v
5 0«i
9 29
Hancock
il 37
5 07 9 30
Franklin Road
II 49
*8 9 ;*>
Wash’gton Jc.
5 Jb
9i<
11 .Vi
RLL8WORTH
5 31 10 •«
KlIhworth Falls. IfW 0
Nlcolln
>12 4
6 48 Ml
5 54 flO **7
Green Lake
112 2)
Lake House.M2 81 f6 02.
Holden
6 10 fM 42
fl2 8:
Brewer June .1 12 .>
6 30 11 12
H 37j 11 10
1 W»
Bangor, Kx.8t.
1 10 6 4 > 1) 15
BANGOR, M.C.

acquired through defective
digestion and assimilation.
To treat these eruptions with
drying medicines is dangerous.
The thing to do is to help the
system discharge the humors, and
strengthen it against their return.
ited,

assessments.

sewer

ELDRIDGE,

Conivnenclug Oct. 14,

of

ceed from humors,

AND SEWER ASSESSMENTS.

|

B.

he Is the sole agent in E liworth.
ever
better line this year than

Peyton o«ec

k

line of

on

___

lathe matter of
Gaoaoa A. Puit-blpa,

pretty

a

one

»<>

*•

PARCHKR.

Blocked lor the holidays, with turkeys

hereby «■»••

the county

A.

COLLECTORS

Kattroabf anb ittamboai*

aWirrtJaontnti.

BACK TAXES.

Ellsworth’s tax co lectors met the requirements of the vote passed by the aldermen at their December
meeting, for the
biggest lines of couches ever seen in this |
collectiou of f10 000 within ten days.
section; he off jrg over forty patterns and
Statements
of
the several collectors sub
styles to select from. Then there are the
I m it ted at the recess meeting of the board
many beautiful presents to be found in
last
Thursday evening, showed collections
his line of chairs, tables, brass and iron
as follows: Collector Breshahan, on tax
bedsteads, chamber sets, pictures, easels,
deeds and taxes of 1896 6 7 8, |825; Col
etc. His assortment of fancy rockers in
lector Whitcomb, on 1899 tax. |513 67; Colthe newest designs is particularly large
lector Holmes, on 1900 and 1901
taxes,
and attractive.
f9,807.61. This makes a to al of fll,146 18
WHITING BROS.
collected within the ten days.
Here we are in a grocery store, and we
This is a remarkably good showing, and
begin to think of Christmas dinner, with
Its miuce pies and Haiti's. Here are jams indicates what can be done in the way of
tax collection when heroic measures are
and jellies, nuts and raisins, and many
used. The city government has got the
other things for the table.
But stop!
ball rolling now, and does not mean to let
We nearly forgot the turkeys!
Whiting
At Thursday evening’s meeting the
Bros, will have turkey for Christmas. lip.
collectors were given another stint—16 000
But this is not only a grocery store; it is a
before January 6
At the same meeting
general store, and in Us dry and fancy
votes were passed instructing the mayor to
goods stock may be found many suitable
suit for the collection of tax deeds
gifts. They have a special Hue of holiday bring

boxes this year. One special offer
holidays is his Christmas broken

of the most attractive in the
city in its holiday dress, and is filled to
overflowing with holiday goods. There
is bric-a-brac and toilet articles apparently without end. One of the speelaltiesat this store is a flue line of umbrellas,
is

store

poultry,

in
*ri*en

of Buckvport.
aud

few

Jiist now be is having a special sale of
men’s clothing.
m. qallert’s

HOI.___

ritHK vubacrlber

rfMHCMi

a

In Mr. Parcber’s drug store may be
found many articles for gifts, but particular attention must be called to bis stock
of perfumes in fancy boxea. He bar
Roger A Gaiiet’s French perfumes. A
pretty assortment of atomizers is found
in this store. Mr. Parcber has some
choice Christmas cigars.
C. L. MORANO’S
department store is crowded with Christmas goods.
Mr. Morang waa a late buyer
in Boston, and secured some closing bargains in holiday goods. He bought liberally aud is selling liberally. His show of
dolls, of all sizes and styles, is the delight
of the children. He has also toys, books,
lamps, glassware, handkerchiefs, jardinieres, shopping bags, boxes of paper, perfumery, fancy boxes, toilet cases, napkins,

see cause.

law

trains begin moving again In

masters

■worth, in said county, on the seventh day
of January, a. d. 1903, at ten of the clock
in tbe forcuoon. and he heard thereon if they

against the

must indeed be

hard to

3Lffl.il Xotiftfs.

,

yeAr, and this yeai
a person

of the

season

particular, it

in

*

its large show windows, always among the
best dressed In the city. This firm is
having a big sale of clothing. The early
cold snap caused a rush for ulsters and
overcoats, and it is just Hke’y that some
men
and
boys have received their
Christmas presents In advance. They offer
special bargains in for coats, and what
more serviceable Christmas
gift could be
found? B—I1e the stock of clothing, there
la a
particularly tine lot of umbrellas,
neckwear, handkerchiefs, etc.
K. J. DAVIS,
the furniture dealer, shows one of the

atibrrttscmmtB.

atibcrtisrainits.

IQeW.

FURNITURE MADE

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand mauy styles of coverings, and mauy more samples to
select from.

HAIR MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

W.

JORDAN.
Ellsworth.

No. 1 Franklin Street,

COUCHES,

DIVANS,

LOUNGES.

DO YOU INTEND BUYING A

have now in sloes over Thirty
30)
Paiterns of these useful household aril
cte»—offering a wider and be ter se'e*-ever
before.
mute
lion than
useful
They
as well as onamental holiday gifts.
I

CHRISTMAS

—

Rockers
PRESENT? Fancy antique
oak, cherry, mahogany
In
fancy
tables

Then

why

not select it

Only

Where the stock Is fresh and new.
Where bargains are offered daily.
Where the assortment is inagnldcent and

complete.
Where you

can

have

a

and
line of eentr

week before Christina*.
Make yonr selection* early.

E. J. DAVIS,
No. I Franklin Street,

secure

Presents that

wonderful collection of

Holiday Novelties.
Come and

see

them.

C. R. FOSTER,
| TeiephouHCoDncctton.

Ellsworth.

are

useful, onamental and Indispensable.
Where houest dealings, truthful representations and low prices prevail.

I

one

velour.
choice
and stands

32 Main Street.

♦a*o#o>

5

EDWIN M. MOORE,

f

dealer In all kinds of

«,

Freak, Bait, Smoked and Dry

V

FISH.

o

of the rj» pott-offIcet in Hancock county;
alt the other papert tn tAc county oombined do not reach to many. The Amkh-

rett

the

pogoi.

ily I
came to

take up hla abode with Mr. and
Tinker, and claim Everett for

big brother.
The literary circle haB branched out in
a m w departure, the present Besson takSome very
ing up English literature.
interesting meeting, have been held, and

well

Mir'?'
North

(Jaunty News

tonal

papers were produced.
y
Saturday evening, Dec 14, the young
people In this vicinity gave Sammy
his
Lurvey a surprise party in honor of
The young man
twentieth birthday.
was
completely astonished, yet fully
appreciated the gift of his young friends,

PtmoiMfol.

Tbe whooping cough is prevailing to
some extent in this community.
|

Sunday’* heavy
lands

they

as

flooded the

rain

seldom

are

Kipling’s poems.
ing was passed at

low

except in great

fresh*'! a.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Patten started for
Lynn, Mass., to spend the winter with

daughter, Grace Eaton.
Some of the church people

preparniions
are

grangers

are

public

a

have

understood

requested

that

the

that the road

selectmen

ageuts take

nf

classifying

irorn

friends

a

in and

about

Boston.

She

was

by Mrs. A. S. Cummings,
who had spent a few weeks in Boston

accompanied

with relatives.

Boston,
Miss Helen Preble, of East
daughter of Edward Preble, who makes
her borne daring the summer in this
region, is iu the Homeopathic hospital in
Her
Boston for a surgical operation.
many friends are glad to learn that abe
is
has passed the crisis and
gaining

rapidly.
Dec

16.

Harvey

_R-

Blalsdell

ia

at

on

Blaisdell

left

week

last

at

attend

taken

ever

great

a

in-

was a

Rand

in

preparing

interesting

in the

Mrs. Downs will

always

day

original promoters of the
public library, and though

of the

misunderstanding

a

sires of the

|

>

beginning.

long illness Mrs. Downs seemed
somewhat improved in health, and spent
a part of the past summer at her dearly
loved home here, attended by her devoted
husnand, and having the medical care of
her brother. Dr. C. E. Sawyer, who bad
been unremitting in his zeal for her restoration to health from the beginning of
After

a

her illness.

A trained

nurse was

her

husband

all

and

There will be

Christmas tree at the
eve.

a

sale

They received |

In

and

Conary

M

...

BAP
!VUBlll*DAW
yA

her death

Mrs Carlisle

was

-Adrt

mask

ball

a

church

a

There will be

Christmas concert in the

a

shooting

Sunday evening, Dec. 22, Thomas16district Christmas Day.

j

j

_

B. H. licach and W.

Bangor Saturday
Sum.
Miss

on

J. Creamer

Capt.

business.

has gone to Chicope*
where she has employment.

W. 8.

Treworgy came home Fritrip wit b Capt. E. F. Dodge
j in the schooner "Nellie Grant”.

I

The schooner ‘‘Mabel”, Capt. Gray, froir
Portland, has been discharging frcigbi

a

Revs. J. I). McGraw and P. S. Collins

j for tow

n

In »:l lu .MSM U.€T»
aboaid be cleaoUn***.

Elj’i Cretin Balm
cleanses,soothes and heal*
the diseased membrane,
It cure* catarrh and drive*
away a cold In the bead

over

Either Smith, of Ellsworth, is Falls, Mass.,
her grandmother, Mrs. J. E.
Robert Bissett, of Waldoboro, formerly
!
Gott.
of this place, baa been in town this week
and
Greenleaf
Sinclair
Charles
Capt.
Mr. and Mrs. Siarette, and Mrs. Eaton
arrived
in
Anderson
the
Saturday
of Stonlogton, are at the Penobscot bouse
j
Bcbooner "Lincoln” from Rock port.
v
for two weeks.
day, after

Genuine stamped C C C Never sold In bulk.
Beware ci the dealer who tries to sell

luerebaute.

“something fust as good.**

8mA.

Dec 16.

_

('ream Balm i* placed Into the nostril*, spreads
the membrane and l* absorbed. Kelief I* Immediate and a core follow*. It l* not drying—doe#
not produce kneeling. large Si#*, W cent* at Droggiat* or by mall; Trial Sue, 10 cents by matt.
ELY BROTHERS, 5* Warren Street, New York.

in

visiting

j

_—-

quickly.
were

Addle Clement

I

v

»■

CATARRH

Penobscot.

Une Femme.

euararuped by
m* Tobacco llabU.

cY

Nasal

T.

Dec.

Christmas tree at Odd Fellows hall

Tuesday evening following.

...

»Oi T#rfc*

1

the

In

match

»«MfWlL

wnrk. Longest and nm«tob«tlwate IrregularHie* from any can** nri loved atone*. Sure*#*
daofWV
guaranteed at any stage. Nopal*. trollovoa
nave
or Interference with work,
hundred* of ca*ws w here other* hare failed.
t difficult ca-c* aorresMiftiHy treaUd
The m
l»v mall, and beneficial results guaranteed In
\\ e treat
crerv Instance. Norldwltilaevcr.
hundred* of ladles « bora n« never see. W rite
confidential
free
for valuable parttetilatsand
advice. All letter*truthfullvanswered. Kc
n.ember,thisrentodyisabsolotelf safe under
every posalhla condition aiul positively
1 ,»vrs no after HI effect upon the health,
H roon*\v
r
mi'!, securely ***led* S
bW«t*s, *'Kh.tiild Ml
Iton.
tV.E dMON0C»> .IS*** iv

Masonic

will be served In the ball.

Hold and
gisw to

enc* ui.ii win

respected

in

kNage.

hundred* of anxious women.
tlvel* no other raMdy known to nMmi *e»-

was

last week.

Dec. 16.

a

M.
ggggis
Hard Colds—People whose blood
pare are
not nearly so likely to take hard colds as others,
ilood'n Sarsaparilla makes the blood pure; and
this great medicine recovers the system after n
co'd a** no other medicine does, lake Hood's.

a

<

pplnaeslo
Monthly Eagnlatoe, has brouehth.
There Is P»«-

Pacific Grove, California. ! completed.

There will be

need. Vo
»c. we.

Dr. Emmons’

oi

Surry. She caiue borne to her fa ber’a
She was taken U on
(or a few days' visit
Monday and passed away on Wednesday.
of

MOinMO

CURE CONSTIPATION.

(Mrrtl.c R*m*4j f«**••’.

West

cause

^

Taste
Potent
Plssssnt. Palatable
Good. Never Sicken* Weaken. or Gr-t*.

wan

(arhfeltv

rni)

ball, Somesvllle, Dec. 31, to dance the old
Suppei
year out and the new year in.

the

bouse.
Dec. 16.

friends

marrloH Isttt atiplnip

and Mrs Lou

and

Havey, of Ellsworth, has
few day s with her grandmother, Mrs. W. T. Havey, at the Relay

hoped for her ultimate recovery, but her
earthly life has closed, and she “will be
remembered for what she has done”.

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

beat wishes

S.

winter at

Baptist

Miss Lulu E.

spending

presents.

the

heart failure.

There will be

of home-made candies at the Baptist vestry Monday afternoon and evening, Dec. 23.

been

also with

her

a

are

CATHARTIC

mot MMN

Tbe community was saddened last week
by learning of tbe death of Mrs. Essie
Carlisle. Mrs. Carlisle was the daughter

Mr. and Mrs. Moore, of Lynn, Mass.,
Perkins, of Prospect, were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Babson

George A. Martin went to Calais
Monday for a few days.

Harvey Blaisdell returned Friday from
the Maine general hospital at Portland,
where be has been for treatment.
^

her, and though she felt unequal to receiving callers, she rode out frequently
with

spend
ing the

Bangor Satur-

business.

Baptist church, Christmas

withdrew her interest from the work, all
feel grateful for the good done by her in
the

Bub.

There will be

association, she

incorporated

on

handsome

a

J

faiidcctteto

I

Mrs.

the de-

of

1

_

Frank Blaisdell went to

be remembered

f

Mrs.

Mayo, who has been in Portland and be oved by her acquaintances, and ii
past week, is at home.
| sincerely mourned by her friends, llet
Roy A. Kane, who teaches in Thomas* parents have the deepe-t sympathy of the
ton, is at hone for a short vacation.
| community. The funeral took place FriMrs. Alfred Joyce and children returned day afternoon at Morgan's Bay church.
Dec
from Oocanville Friday, where they have
16._
P«lrn.
been visiting friends.
|
Misses Susie Thomas and Eleanor KenisThe woman’s mission circle will send a
been visiting friends in Winter
barrel of clothing and bedding, valued at ton have
Harbor.
about f40, to Shaw’s university this week.
The dam that is being built by the
Capt. and Mrs. finos Wasgatt. who
their summers in town, are spend- 'citizens of the town of Eden is nearly

evening.

Dec. 16.

as

the

Mrs. ivory Butler have Issued
Invitations to the marriage of their daughter Grace, to Henry G. French, at the
Methodist church on Dec. 25, at 8 o’clock

Her botanical researches
afforded much pleasure to her friends and
proved a diverting study to berself.

“"'.JSK

present.

for teams at

George Young
y
A donation for Rev P. 8 Collins was the
occasion of the gathering of a company of
pe pie at W. V Coggins’ last Saturday
evening. Tbe weather and travelling were
then known

! BfMktln.

Mr. and

that very
“Flora of

work

“VI y nr I fe bad pimples on berfaee.bul
she hav be=n taking CASt-ARr.lb
1 had u«en
hare all disappeared
stter ts«
with constipation tor some time hut
trouble
Ing the flrst Chacarct I Imre bad no
with \ht« ailment. \V<* cannot Mr***1* too hl».aWAKTIlAJt.
F*W>
|y Of Cwroto."
I a.
57M Gonnantown Are.. WlMUjWa.

A. H.

understood that C. E. Green, the
agent here, is intending to open a
quarry on the line of the Washington
County railroad near Sehoodic mountain.

colaborer with Red-

trees on the
broken off In tbe heavy
and fell aero s the ro«d,

large shade

was

The immediate

It is

found

specimens

Harrington

the

gale Sunday,
making it impassable

been

white trimmings.
Both
of pinks.
highly esteemed In

friends.

many
many bmdsome
Dec. 16.

*

to teach

wore

ami have

it their

station

was

The bride

hAmmmnnltT

the

normal scnooi at uastine.

One of

Stewart place

The programmes
chestra, of Rockland.
will be a handsome souvenir. This ball
rill take place rain or shine.
y

bride and groom

to

PIMPLES

la»-t week.

pending (repast week in Ellsworth, arTbe recent marriage of E H Torrey fs
ived home Monday.
p)ea~ing to his neighbors, as it brings back
Friday, Dec. 20. the opening ball at the to the community an estimable lady. Mrs.
The mu- Torrey was a former resident of the place,
tew town ball will take place.
le will be furnished by MerserveyN or- having lived here severnl years. She was

ll.

H1B-

atmrrttscmrntB.

Holbrook, made her
Mrs Lula Pond,
mother, Mrs. R. W. Young, a brief visit

returned
has

New York Sunday.

16._

of

Saturday.
who

Dec.

F. P Curtis has gone to Florida to spend

town of dark gray with
*he carried a bouquet

the

Hattie

and

W. Haskell

Dow,

Elizabeth

Tart we

hia return to his studies

E

Mrs.

from Warren

home from

disagreeable, but within the hospitable
borne of the genial captain, merriment a<«d
Miss Beulah enjoyment prevailed. The worthy parind friends we*-© present.
Press*y played the wedding march The son's larder Is well stocked with pork,
'eremony was performed by Rev M 8. butter, beans, peas, cranberries, sugar,etc

fora

home

Thursday

Q-

16.__

tbe winter.

from

Nora Carman and Arthur Haskell
sere married
Tuesday evening at the
lome of th^ groom’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J B. Haskell.
About forty relat ves

..

Bangor business college.
Wooster
Misses Marion

native-born cltihdillff Oil

a

M.

returned

MNs

EugeneS. Bunker accompanied Carroll
Dunn

Mount Desert”.

through

<

short visit.

hirthnlurp

floral

the
she

as

useful and

week

Sawyer

Annie

very enthusiastic
over the natural scenery of the island, as
well as in her labors of collecting and

Franklin came home last
three months’ visit with

»■

.-

town.

Tremont

1

read with

school and gone to
the high school.

as one

1

great effectiveness
by her intimate friend, the late Prof.
John Wesley Churchill.”
was

lome

Miss

She

interest.

Annls

Mr. and
^

the poem for the 250th anniversary
incorporation of the town of An-

of the

terest in the advancement of her favorite

Mrs. Charles Allen, daughter Ruth and
sister, Lena Wilson, left last Wednesday
for the winter in Rockland.

wide

attracted

Dec.

s«ufl» Snrn.

Mrs. A. F. Holden returned home from
! j toston
Saturday.

introduction to George Eliot,
Mrs. Downs greatly prized. Dorlug her travels In Europe, Mrs. Downs
wrote letters to the New York Tribune
which

left Monday

] lost on.

a

the western side of the

fleld and

A.

her

seaside resort, and

I

her

gave

John DeMeyer, who has been teaching
at the Ryefleld district, has closed the

John U. Hill has gone to board for the
winter with Mrs. Georgia Lynam.

M.

really

was

the lAirn

SnllitHn.

Mrs

Mrs.

of

Mrs. Downs bad

The heavy rains of last Sunday did
much damage about town, washing out
drive-vVajs etc.
There is to be a Christmas celebration
and trte, at the church of Our Father, on
Tuesday evening, Dec. 24.

Emerson

Haskell

port Friday and Saturday.
arrived
Capt. Hugh Duffy and family

all removed before the storm.

New York.

John

rrmiklln.

She

thereon,

j

left tbe bay Saturday night.
been over thirty small te» ls
the Ice daring toe week, bat thry wei e

on

Falls

from RockPhilip Burns arrived home
land Thursday.
visited BucfceIrving Csndsge and wife

The ice

Abner Carman left last week for New
fork.

which

island, a connection of the Sawyer family long resident in

16._H.

and

authors.

jus

ANNIE SAWYER DOWNS.

OP

death

the

tion.

policy.

Dec

letter of

Downs at her home In Andover, Mass
feels the
on Dec. 9, Southwest Harbor
loss as of that of a personal friend, so well
known and sincerely respected was she
who, with her husband, has occupied her
modest summer borne, Edgecliff, here for
many years, with an occasional excep-

down no fences as has been tbe custom.
Hundreds of dollars have been saved by
this simple preventive, even if a few have
not had the privilege of working out so
much of their taxes. There are some on
the “cross roads” who look upon big,
drifting snow storms as godsends, aud
they seriously object to having their
But tbey must refences taken down.
mem btr that w hat seriously increases the
taxes of the whole and only works a benefit to a few, to say nothing of the embarrassment to public travel,is not good public

j

Spray.

DEATH

tertainment.
It is

ram

dover. It

In

en-

j

the inside cheer.

for Christmas concerts. The

preparing for

j

A very pleasant eventhe old homestead, with

Dec. 16.

She

topics.

similar

contributed
many magazines
literary departments of the great
newspapers of the country.
“She bad been a personal friend of Haw*
I borne, Emerson, George Eliot and other

wrote

making

on

to

merry games and plenty of refreshments,
the rain outside only serving to Increase

their

Capt. Jasper W.
or

Hluehlll

this week.

There bad

Charles Scott arrived home last week.

the

On

**>

her lectures

as

had

exonlent

KWS.

LX) U Nil

Sawyer Downs,”

powers, and had the ability to impsrt her knowledge and ideas in a most
successful manner, making her writings
on art and literature in great demand as

hla

barring the Bar
Barber Bccord’t tummer lilt, it larger
1*107* that o' all the other papert printed
in Hancock county.

page*

~

ar

lectual

Mrs, John

other

ace

daring

I »err lnl*.

“In the death of Annie

boy, Carroll Eugene,

line

a

Omnty A’tra

k-Jditirmr.l

»

enterprising public

her

ittys the Boston Herald, “New England
of its most
loses one
distinguished
Mrs. Downs was a writer and
women.
She
note.
lecturer of
enjoyed rare Intel-

V

On Deo. 13

won a

townspeople by
ipirit.

Merry CbrlatmaB and a Happy N'ew
Year to The American and ita big fam-

Ihk American,

tion o)

Ollier

A

The circula-

merely local papert.

are

M*

■4nuliiWMt Hurbor.

in

only paper printed
Bancock county' and hat never claimed to
ke, but it it the only paper that can properly 6* called a County paper; all the

tCAN

not

it

additional Omni* JV<*m

dr

jiving

will hold gospel meetings at Morgan’s B#y

(X)UNTY NEWS.

high place in literature by
her pen, and a hold on the eeteem of her

|

COUNTY NEWS.

Thk amkbican hat tubtcribert at Wo

W.R. PARKER CLI (THING Cl I
are at a

loss to know what to

buy

and where to

useful Christinas

get

CALL

ON

presents

US

and

see

what

we

have to offer.

delay your preparation until the last week. Better begin now when you can do it more
leisurely. Our whole store has caught the Holiday spirit, and we can show an array of useful and beautiful gifts such as
It is to enlist the interest of every taste and satisfy th$ demand of any pocket book.
't is seldom youf good fortune to see.
We have everything that is new, beautiful and excellent in
It is the

part

of wisdom not

to

And the

Men’s Yoke and Plain
I

men s

Men's Bath Robes and

Qiii*c
ouiis

NIGHT ROBES

at

we

shall make this week will

THE

1^Vanasia!"”’'

in al1 "Oo‘’ made "it,‘ Flench fat’inR* and

$6 S7

Lounging
3,

OF

REACH

WITHIN
U

Bargain prices

Gowns.

$8

Sl0

Very

MOST

No

$l2i $15.

Handsome Patterns

to find so much

crowded into such small

elegance

have

good qualities

Bought Especially

heat

the stove this Alaska weather.
and comfort for sale in

STAR FUR COAT

OUR CHRISTMAS LINE OF NECKWEAR
in every known shape has arrived, and
you will find the patterns elegant.

by

any fur coat

on

the market.

The Royal Brand Lamb Lined Coats and
the great selling M. & S. Russian Vests.

We

arc

sole agents for these three lines in this

“r Register
for Christmas

the

TWO OTHER LEADERS

DRESS and STREET GLOVES

LADIES’ and MEN’S SILK UMBRELLAS

PURSE.

of this coat cannot be beaten

prices.

Silk and Wool Lined, 50c to $1.5o

hugging

NORTH
The

surprised

use

We

4.50 and 5 dollars

You will be

MODEST

HOT THING

A

finely tailored.

49c, 75c, $1, $1.25

place things

satisfactory.

a

Yon will

Big

city.

Kick

always find

us

ready

to do the

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING
MANNING

BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

right

thin-.

flC

Jp

HOU.*KIHtM, hints.
by south westerly direction is altogether
different.
She would set the world on
of *"rPpntln«> In hot
t'irop*
starch For Additional County Newe, *<■« other payee.
fire if it wasn’t waterlogged. I am not
A
'ront'd linen.
sure that I'd wr£t to be married to herJ ■ add l^rr
The mnn who sat nearest the window either.
She’d Ik? too energetic.
She'«l I 11 * oiling becomes smoked from a North C anti nr.
enid he didn't mind the wet weather. “It
the blackened surface
Mrs. Leroy Wardwell has returned from
push everything before her and wheel I
,ttle weak stwia water.
gives me a chance to see how neople she took a notion to clean
things up J I with
Augusta.
carry their umbrellas/’ he sa'd. “I have ! mere man would have nowhere to
pipes
should be regularly clean*
lay hil " pr*1
Percival Wardwell and bride are visiting
inch faith in my umbrella deductions head. What she is
good for is serving <M ed r**x.onre * week with lime water, relatives in this
that I wouldn't be aftaid to choose a
vicinity.
“«d
committees.
or chloride of lime.
carvr
wifV with them for a guide."
Mrs. Jennie Dunbar and son Karl are
“That woman In the gray skirt is a rfM
hath sponge is sticky, let It
The woman on his left smiled.
IfJ°ur
and nay sort of person. She wants m
'or “while iu water to
which a lit- the guests of Mrs. Isaac Dunbar,
son
“1‘in glad I'm not out there in the agree with
everybody and follows whfl ^ usehold ammonia has been added. i Severe colds are prevailing here. There
she
said. “You’d be picking out ever led.
street,"
Women who carry their wtm
nmp of arrowroot tied in a thick Is some one ill in
all the kinks in my disposition
nearly every home.
along with brellas with the point backward nB
the rest of them."
cof^ rag and boiled with linens and
downward are always/unassertive,
Miss Bernice Wardwell has gone to Bos!
an
imparts
odor to them that is
“Oh." said the mnn, “I si Red you up a
“But just look at that girl who
ton to visit her sister, Mrs Lowena Rich
long time ago. You carry an umbrella along swinging her umbrella around n®
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Coombs are re
when it's furb-d just like that woman circle as if it were a
•*s said children’s or
any clothing can
magic wand. I i®
“Cross the street. You grab it in the midnonintlnmmahle by rinsing them reiving congratulations cn the birth of a
her.
She’s jolly and good uatiired .®l
dle and go forging ahead with the ends gets more
picture out of life than li fl-r washing in a solution of alum and son.
of the handle digging into the unforvlVr ,n,d that if they then come in conordinary people. There's a woman
Virgil Wardwell cut his foot while at
tunate pedestrians who go before and folwith flame they will only smolder.
Ing her umbrella swung across her shBlwork in the woods, and is confined to the
low after/*
^ <*od pulp is said to make an excellent
der like a shotgun.
She’s a true sol®r
bouse.
‘‘And what does that signify'/*’ asked of fortune and was never
known to My fder dressing for wounds, for the reason
the woman on the left.
Mrs. Fred Dunbar with her son Frank
die. I can’t think of anything that w®ld jit it absorbs a large quantity and bolds
“Alertness, activity, selfishness and in- feeze
jwell, evaporation being slow. It also has gone to Brockton, Mass., to join her
h«y^”
COnsidernteness/’
daiiis beat well, so that it is serviceable husband, who has employment there.
The m%i panned.
“Um-m ni,” said the woman.
“And what would you say,"
W both cold nud hot poultices.
There will be an entertainment and a
“But just look at the third woman in
woman, "about that girl who carri'Bpr ^ hen a blood vessel Is severed or cut
the procession/’ said the man. “I pity umbrella
1
horizontally across the timMof the arm or leg, a tourniquet should be Christmas tree under the direction of the
the men folks about her house. 1*11 war- her back and
catches either end intflthe nde of n handkerchief with a knot in teacher, Miss Dora M. Leach, at the Dunrant they have to get their own breakcrook of her elbow?”
tightly twisted so that the knot covers bar scboolbouse Christmas night.
fast about six mornings ont of seven.
I
admitted
the man,
“Well,”
“she® * 1? e artery or main blood vessel. When Charles Wardwell, who has been shorenever yet saw a woman who
dragged her new one on me. 1 never met her
e
blood stops flowing, the pressure fishing, was obliged to leave bis work on
umbrella along so that you could track
but I wouldn’t be afraid to wageflhat »1
cease.
her by th* trail of the tip who wasn't she is
account of illness, and is now* at home.
conscientious to a degree ur®has
His condition is somewhat improved.
dilatory and shiftless. She never sews on a heart as big as all outdoors. ButBre,”
rhe
state
of mind so rarely
a button or dams or mends, and
happy
her he added, “comes the most even tcrBered
Miss Helen Dunbar, who has been teachbreakfast dishes are seldom washed be- woman of the lot. She
in
which we can say “1 have
caddies hlum ,H saissed,
in Waterville, came on Saturday’s
ing
fore 2 o'clock.
is
the
brella protectingly under her ani®* ifri ough,M
highest attainment of boat
to spend her vacation with her
“That other won.ui who is bustling she doesn’t want even
jt to get iMrt ii P1 ipononhv.
Happiness roimiHtM not in
along holding to the top of the umbrella the crowd. That woman is gen® ao *r se ting much, but in being content parent**, Mr. and Mrs Samuel Dunbar.
Dec
16.
L.
handle like grim death and pointing the
»n wi»h* we
He who wants
thoughtful and kind.”—St. Louis Bpul
Me a I w'
tin down nnH forward in a kind of south
y8 h«« enough.
Kami 8uri r.
WUMKN

ASP UMBRItlilAg.

For additional

visit from her work in Brewer.
Orin Pinkham is very ill at the home of
Otis Giles, where be has lived for several

Metcalf Gray, of Madison,

and Hob) Best
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It discuvte*. and clearly explains the political, indispensible"
social, and literary news of
the world. Every Issue is liberally i Must rated with
portraits, maps, carpicture* of places in the public eye. Monthly, fj.io

1C*

CPKIiENT I ITERATPRI: is the
leading literary monthly of America.
It gives its reader* the
cream of the best things published.
Its reviews of
n -w book-* keep one |*wted
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MAiiAZINE paint, with loving touch
the historic Imdmatks of New England; recalls her customs and traditions, and tell* of t.‘e achievements of New Englander-, in all parts
id the world.
It I > s a monthly “old home week for every New
Englander.no matter how far away. .1 fon/AIy, fjjoo fer annum.
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being

AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Maine.

tea.

Russell,

W.

officiating. The parents
nulhu nt

1 Iim

prim mn n

if

after-

of

Sullivan,

have

the sym-

v.

Illueliill.

The clam

factory has closed

for

the

winter.
Miss
from

Alice

Eaton

has

ret unit d

home

Bangor.

Mr. and

Mrs.

spending

a

Henderson have
days at North Blue-

Melvin
few

D.

Marlboro.
Inez Ford has gone to Cnstine to attend
school.
Mrs. Eben
ill

in

Kingman,

last week’s

with little

who was reported
American, is failing,

hope of her recovery.
Are.H

Bungor-Boston Day Line.
For some time past a rumor has been in
circulation to tbe effect

that

Charles

W.

Morse, who lately acquired nearly all the
steamboat Hues

east

of

Boston,

intended

great improvements iu the service between Bangor and Boston, including the establishment of a day line.
In New York, Sunday night, Mr. Morse
confirmed the rumor.
He said:
“Yes,
that is true. The night boats have been
running between those two cities for
We have decided to run
some time past.
a day line hh well.
To accomplish this
one boat is now being
lul
at
Bath,
he ‘Ci'y of Kocklaiid”
about the size of
one of the night boats, and the plans and
specifications ft r two others are ready.
It has not yet been fully decided where
the two additional boats are to be built,
possibly one in Batb, the other here iu
New York or in Boston.”
be

to

rude to

Gimmerson,” said Sirius Barker’s
wife, gently. “My dear, the man in simply a theorist. He has no practical ideas

charge of

past season, at
the

Delaittre,

store

and

has

whatever.” “It iB true he is something
of a dreamer, but—” “Well, if he is a
dreamer, that’s enough. Let him dream.
But there is no reason wby I should listen
while he talks iu his sleep,’1

the vacant
over

houses

so

the town.

Treworgy is in town.
Hinckley returned home

will he

V. Goss

Satur-

Friday (or

one

week’s

a

Christinas sale at the

spent

Mrs.

a

Fred

day with friends
ltackliff

left

for

from

Ailston,

Mass., Saturday, to spend bis

vacation

Bobbins

arrived

with friends here.
The Sunday school board met Wednesday evening to consider ways and means
for the coining year. Tbe school is small

the electrics.

but good iuterest is manifested.
Dec. 13.
South

Ego.

Fenobnoot.

Malcolm Ward well, of Brockton, Mass.,
is the guest of his brother, George G.

man-

Wardwell.

Capt.

David

Haskell

has gone to

Cas-

tine, where he has employment on the
line factory that is being built there.
Tbe ladies’

sewing circle met at the par-

sonage Wednesday afternoon.
time they were joined by tbe
when a picnic
Dec. 14.

supper

was

At supper

gentlemen
enjoyed by ail.
Climax.

_________

:

I

Ointment cures. Ne\er
store, .V) cents.—Add.

Urgal

Quarry Saturday.

Carl

to at-

Scratch, scratch, ecratch; unable to attend to
during the day or sleep during the
night. Itching piles—horrible plague. Doan’s

business

Y

Mr. and

[tea
I

had

lM»*r Inin.

Mrs

ager of tbe Clark Wood and Coal Co was
here last week and purchased 150 cords of
wood of E. G. Burnham.
Anon.
Dec. 16.

supply

week for

Adam Binsett, Albert Bissett, Lizxie
Fogg and Maggie Bissett, who came to
attend their father's funeral, left (or their
homes Saturday.
Dec. 16.
B&uz.

in

Tbe results of an extensive Investigation Into
the habit of tea drinking has just been published. They show that tea Is a mental and
bodily stimulant, followed by no harmful reaction. The drinking of tea produces contentment of mind, allays hunger and weariness,
and Increases the capacity for work. The finest
Is the cheapest to use. It is said that a
pound of Chase & Sanborn’s "Package" tea will
so furC.er than a pound and a half of ordinary

last

Baplint chapel Thursday afternoon and
evening the

Boston to

Fletcber P. Wood, of Bar Harbor,

B.

services

Friday

falls.

At

any drug

Xotiics.

1

There

j

Grover, of tbe Good Will Farm,
is at present visiting bis mother, Mrs.
Frank Hodgkins.

*8.00 per year

to see

tilled all

School will close

day last week.

on

returned from

rented

Miss Jaue

by

Hail

conductor

has

Beach,

Rgypt.

as

who has

Couch’s store the

here this week.

work

institute

vacation.

home froon

Tuesday

noon, Rev.

“I don’t think you ought

day.

Patten, who has been employed at
tbe past three or four

one

to

vacation.

Wallace,

Flora

Blaisdeli baa gone to Caslie normal school.

Seldon Smith has returned to

—

McFarland

Dec. 16

I

tend the normal school at Castine.

l

litlE

B.

HI

was

Funeral

Mr.

classical

like business

present.

Bucksport,

visit to
way

P. B. Russt-ll, who recently purchased
Hagen farm, will move bis family
here the present week. It begins to look

y

of

short
their

the Ira

the members of

has returned

home.

gone into business tor himself.

candy pull j
severe

a

on

Jonesboro.

Delia

awued

being made, and
beginning on the

r

to

Sumac.

Lamoine

are

a

his week

;he Christmas

las returned from

a

I.Munmi*.

W. C.

are

re t

em-

to make

Mrs. David Farnsworth, who
employed at Northeast Harbor

been

Miss

Albert

of ‘ho utu£<r

School

lias gone to Caahe normal school.

years, has returned home for the winter.
M. P.
Dec. 16.

resume

one or more

winter.

by

teach

Myrtle Herrick

Coburn

Brewer

On account of the

Guy Kichardson,

copies,
**i»y~rorders<arly%with^anies of the^iaafnes;

Christmas present than

He will

Dec. 14.

tend the busi-

a

Miss Lula West left last

to

tHke the

Rak.

iu altetiU t

North

Big Bapids, Mich.,

town

requested, whenever possible

here

heir home in

i

_

a

this

rimds in

Lewiston.

periodical,—are

the

school

luring tiie summer, made

Mrs. Annie Blaisdell is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Wilta Luckenbacb, at

TB OUR READERS
otherwise with the issue of

Rockland

(or

was

Thursday.

Mr. and

MnchiaH, where he has been cutting stone.

>

yearly subscription price.

a

Hardison, who fell from the scatfold in bis barn a week ago, is out again.

differeniivays,

I

He

he storm until

Miss

!

John

subscriptionjl

and most profusely illustrated monthlv
»t is read with eagernes»A^ the
P’i mstied.
father, the mother, the older sons and
daughters, and even the children,
as it does, a wealth of material interesting to at
It
ages and classes.
reaches nearly 300,000 homes—over
It is bright, cheerfln und optimistic.
1.51.0,000 readers.
Inspiration and life are in
In a thousand
every page.
direct and indirect, it tells how to lay
the foundation of true success in list—how to climb the ladder of
achievement.
Its contributors include the best knlijwn names in
politics, religion, science, art,
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the highest standing—
men who will write for no
other
willing to give to readers of
hcccEss the benefit of their wide and valuable
experience. A senes of articles upon
Careers
will form a special feature of Success for
The illustrations in
1903.
success are by the best artists ir; the
country. The inspiration of a lifetime has
come to thousands of Success
readers through their investment of one dollar,—its
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to
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Thomas Gordon baa gone to Ashland,
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Freefey Allen broke through the ice
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from drowning by little Gerraid Havey
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Golding, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. Golding, died last Wednesday night,
of consumption, in the twenty-second
He was a bright inyear of his age.
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Somesvilie, moved his family home last
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The church and Sabbath school are preparing for a Chris'mas concert and tree.

MO 1*01. ITAN is a leader
amo.ig the great monthly
levering every branch of human interest with timely, sugfwritten. and finely illustrated articles by the best authors.
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vork for David
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Fannie Chatto, of Sooth Brooksville, spent last week here, the guest of
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uain until next month.
Dec. 16.

dangerously
week, is improv-

Mrs.

MAGAZINES MAY BE SENT TO

snarled and twisted.

Muvkaport.
Miss Esther

ford Haskell arrived home from Paw:ucket, K. I., Saturday.
J. M. Ellis and wife have gone to New
i'ork on business.
They expect to re-

Mrs. Nancy Bellatty is spending the !
winter at Brooklyn, N. Y., with her son
Lewis.

411

per yf«r

factory.

hub-line

I>**«*r

Mrs. Charles

Stinson has gone to Machiasport to teach. She spent .last jear
there.

subscriptionsMo

Gray.

the schooner “L. T.
Prank Haskell.

Miss Anna D.

|UCESS

becoming

mother,

new

May Heath, daughter of
Mrs. Louise M. Heath, formerly of this
Miss Emma Damon has gone to Castine place, was married to William W. Lindto resume her studies at the normal school. sey, of Boston, at the home of the bride's
Mrs. J. W. Appleton, in DorchesCharles Thompson, who has been waick- sister,
on Wednesday evening, Dec. 11.
mau on a steamer, arrived home Satur- I ter, Mass.,
wellBenjamin Kalisb, formerly a
day.
known business man here, died Ht New'
Samuel Whitmore, of Morrill, is
the
Dec. 10. Mr.
Sfuest of his sister, Mrs. George C. Hardy, Britain, Conn., Tuesday,
Kalisb was born in Germany about eighty
tor a few days.
years ago. He came to this country about
Elmer Hardy has gone to New York in

was

last

been

has

long

in

J.
Dresser, who has been in the business
here for years, has sold out to Mr. Carpenter, of Boston, who will greatly enlarge
the output.
The new factory will be
ready for occupancy in Febraury, The
company has a very valuable right in An
invention which keeps the lines from

in town

was

to hie

visit

Dec. 10.

North

ing.
are

■U enabled to extend to our readers
(eJusitly in this section)
the full advantages of THE GREAT
CLUBBING
OFFERS, by which annual
Stvcrtil magazines
may be obtained for the price of one. Mast season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the renJMkx>e SUCCESS offers.
• 1.00

.days

ill for several

brief

on a

Mrs. Julia

at the normal school.

Kate Moon, who

building 600 feet

W.

this week.

Josie Gray has gone to Castine to

her course

A

Mrs. G. W. Patten, of North Ellsworth,
is with her mother, Mrs. Thomas Kenney,

last week

which
season,

contemplates building an addition
spring before t be season opens

erected for the

H. H. Phillips, of 8urj*y, begins work as
in the lumber mill of H. P. Burrill

Several vessels have arrived in our harbor for winter quarters.
Miss Gertrude Gray is at home from
Lubec for two weeks’ vacation.

Mrs.

pagan

“Dome of the Rock” last season,

years.

sawer

,Ti

finish

lie
the

who is ill.

jould

“Magazinfe• Money”

the hotel

says he has booked engagements
will keep bis hotel full all next

short

bjMore.

Miss

other

Mr McClintock, of Pittsburg, Pg., ha*
purchased the Fuller place, and will
greatly improve It for a summer residence.
The place cost originally |20,000
Frank P. Wood, of Bangor, who built

Miss Inez Burrill is attending the seminary at Bucksport.
Guy Burrill returned to the Castine
normal school Tuesday.
Mies Agnes McLaughlin is home for a

asko^Vhe

«<•)

Cantina.

Olio Heath, of Brewer, visited relatives
week.
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COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

I

®*» *•■»’« w«r of Rr„dl»* M.mb.r,
of the Gentler Sex.

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup. Plea«-ant to take; perfectly harmless;
positive cure lor coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma.—Advt.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Alzeuora Staples, of Swan's
Island, Hancock com ty, Maine, by her
mortgage deed dated the twenty-second day
of November, a. d. lh97, and recorded in the
Hancock registry of deeds, book 318. page 351,
conveyed to Mary E. Wairen, of a^tine, in
said county of Hancock, h certain parcel ol
real estate tltuate in said Swau’o Island, and
bounded as follows:
Commenoii g at a stake and running about.
45° west 47 feet to a stake; thence north •rV ast
43 feet to a stake; thence south -tS" cast 4" feet,
to a stake; thence south 45* west 43 feet to the
first mentioned bound.
And whereas the said Mary E. Warren by
her assignment dated the eighteenth day of
Apiii, lH.*s, and recorded in the Hancock registry ol deeds, book 3ti8, page 53, assigned to
me, the undesigned, the said mortgage, and
the note and debt thereby secured.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
ha< been broken, now. therefore, b.v reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dec. r>, 1901.
Geokgb H. Crosby.

WHEREAS

«

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
T1THBBEA8 Mary E. Black, late of Bluett
hill, in the county o! Hancock, and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
Januaryin twenty• ninth, a. ci. 1898, and recorded
Hancock county registry of deeds,
invol.299, page 134, conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land described in a deed from David R. Black to
Mary E. Black, said deed being dated May
tenth, a. d. 1883. and recorded in Hancock
of deeds, in vol. 204. page 485,
county
to which deed and record then of
reference
be had; and whereas the condition of
may
said mortgage has been broken, n.w. therefore, by reason of the breach < f the condition
thereof, J claim a foreclosure of said mortRufus P. Gbindik,
gage.
by Edward E. Chase, his attorney
Bluehiil, December 9, a. d. 1901.

registry

subscribers, residing
r|^HE
JL of Maine, to wit:

out of the Ftate
George A. P. II. Dunof Loudon, England, and Francin C.
Welch, of Boston, in the state of Massachusetts, hereby give notice that th y ha\ * been
duly appointed executors of the Wt will and
testament of Clara L. Walley. late of boston
in the couuty of Suffolk, arm said Mai. of
Massachusetts dtceased, and that they hav®
appointed Hannib 1 E. Hamlin. f Ellsworth
in the county of Hancock, arc! Stale of Maine!
their agent in said State of Maine.
All persons having demands again t
the
estate of said deceased are desired t«> present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make oavment imGicorgb a. P. H. Duncan.
mediately.
Dec. 3, 1901.
Francis C. Wklch.

can,

<
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DISASTROUS STORM.

JARLKY'S WAX-WORKS.

v

pope*.

Bridges
Rlltworth People Hud h Good Laugh Landslide*, Washouts, mid
(■one oti Railroads.
Last EveningTbe heavy rain of Sunday with rain*
! The Ellsworth people who saw Mrs.
J. G. Dun hum lost a horse Thursday
Jarley’s wax-works last evening at Han- and thaw ot the few days preceding,
night.
the
caused much damage throughout
cock hall, bad a laugh such hb they bad
Rev Frederic Feary was at Bangor Mon
and
washouts are
not enjoyed for many days. Even the I Slate. Landslides
day and Tuesday.
many
places, and at
faces of the life-like wax figures relaxed. reported from
Foster Richardson was at Brewer las ; The attendance was not large, owing to Clinton, on tbe Hue ot the Maine Central
lu
week visiting relatives.
railroad, a bridge waa carried away,
tue storm.
The entertainment was given by Miss places the tracks are covered for a hunMrs. J L. Bridges was at Bangor las
dred yards with mud and gravel five feet
Mary Seldon McCobb, of Portland, under deep.
week, visiting relatives.
the auspices of the social committee of
Railroad traffic west of Bangor is pracTher< will (>e a Christmas tree and con
Tbe first mail irotn
the Congregational church. Miss McCobb, tically suspended.
cert at the church Chi istmas uve.
tbe west to reach Ellsworth since Sunday
as Mrs. Jarley, was simply inimitable—
Mrs William C os by, of Aurora, spent
came this morning, by the roundabout
she out-Jarlcyed the original Mrs. Jarley
boat to
way ot Rockland, tbence by
few days here la>t week, with relatives.
Her original and ready wit were shown
Buckeport and rail to Bangor and Ellaworth. It brought only a small pan of
Owing to the bad rain storm there wen
in her thrilling account of the difficulties
Maiia
the mail which has accumulated.
no services at the church Sunday evening
of her “Voyage” to Ellsworth on the and
now
being moved
passengers are
Mrs. F. O. Sil-by was at Aurora las
Maine Central, and her trip across the
It
both ways over the Rockland route.
v -ek, the
guest of her mother, Mrs S. E
“briny deep st Clinton” on the back of looks now as if traffic could not be resumed on the mnln line for several days.
of
the
seller
tbe
ticket
“Mtatvr
Crosby.
Bowtbby,
Amlic

*i

the Mt. Desert branch and the
I
The “figaers” were reMaine Central”.
| Washington County railroad damage Is
of
that
ei ght, and trama are running regularly.
markably life-like, especially
The ice baa left tbe Penobscot and KenGeoige Washington. Owing to the Internebec rivers, carrying away many logs.
Portbetween
communication
of
ruption
It is estimated that Bangor lumbermtn
1 nd and Ellsworth the costumes were have lost 1,000,000 feet, and Keuuebic lumin some instances incomplete. Following bermen as much more.
The greatest damage is reported from
in a list of the figures shown :
Tbe end
Madison.
ot the Madison
Historical Chamber.
woolen mill dye house caved in; the
Queen Isabella.Mina Hannah Holmes room tilled with water and ice.
The
Christopher Columbus.W A Alexander finish room is full of ice and logs. The
l)b>*eues...Charles Knowlton machinery is covered with ice and logs.
.Shakespeare.. F W Rollins Tbe dynamo room is a scene of ruin, the
Maname Recant ter..Mrs N P Cutler, jr water rushing several feet deep through
the electric machinery.
The destruction
liu-cof York. H W Haynes
at the Great Northern Paper company’*
Duchess of York..Mrs F H McFarland
is
plant
greater. The whole brick side of
George Washington.F. F Robln-on the wall of the generator room baa fallen
Martha Washington. MrsW A Alexander upon tbe electric machinery, also a porGeneral Howe.W W Morrison tion of the filter room walls and partition
Mrs Murray.Mr* H M Hall wall. Two cars of paper had just been
Powhatan.John A Stuart loaded and twelve to fifteen carloads
on the floor were soaked
and spoiled.
Miss Grace I Cord
Pocahontas.
A large quantity of sulphite pulp that
Capt John Smith.Charles E Alexander was piled outside of tbe mill whs washed
;H»ertcan Chamber.
away. The fine electric switch board
Uncle Sam...Omar W Tap ley
has been
carried
away. Mouths will
Columbia.Mis* Ruble McGown he required to repair the damage. Over
are
thrown
out of employFoster
Leo
nice
1,000
people
Cuba.Miss
ment.
Porto Rico.Mias Ray Whiting
Besides the damage at the mills, dwellHawaii.Miss Bessie Joy
ings have suffered, barns have been
Samoa..*..... Miss Emma Hale washed
away aud tbe toll bridge has been
L Crabtree carried away. The loss at Madison alone
Harry
I
I»..........
I is estimated at f1,000,000.
( hudtc Parsons
A special train hurrying to the scene of
American Soldier......Willis Dunn the Clinton
bridge wreck Monday mornAmerican Sailor.J B West ing, went into a ditch. The e ngineer and
firemen were severely injured, and one
Miscellaneous Chamber.
brakeman received injuries which are exCow Boy.F Carroll Burrlll
Indian...White Feather pected to prove fatal.
Puritan Malden.Miss Ethel Knowlton
''
Nydla.Miss Fannie Hall
Children's (entertainment.
W H Gregg
Rough Rider..
The children of Mrs. C. I. Welch’s SunPrima Donna. Mrs N P Cutler
day school class gave an entertainment at
Old Dancing Lady.Miss Allen the Unitarian
vestry last Friday evening.
A Football Player.lienry Campbell
Owing to I be storm the attendance was
Sweet Alice....Miss Katherine Hale small Miss Ruble Phillips presided at the
Ben Bolt.W F Aiken piano. The programme was as follows:
Down

Mrs. Dudley
OrDnd, where

fron

Sumner has returned
she has b*

employed

eu

th

pa t few weeks.
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Silsby and Mrs. W. G. Orcut
to Bangor last wiek by th<
of their bro her, A W. Silsby, wh<
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called

e

i.

if very ill with
The

typhoid

community

fever.

by

shocked

was

th

H
endden de-th of Samuel F Bnzzelt
as taken ill Thursday, and died Saturda;

evening

6 30

at

He

o’clock.

haves

brother and two sisters. The funeral
» ke place Tuesday, at 10 o’clock.

wil

Dec 16.
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re n ton.

Sargent Billings has been quite ill.
Harry Joy, of Ellsworth,
I

George Stafford
t

was

in towi

week.

<-t

“slip'

has built another

hi- stable.

•

quite ill,
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v able to be out
again.

n

wife,

Moses Smith and

ntly visited

but i

of

Ellsworth, re
brother, Josial 1

Mr. Smith’s

ulth.

S

Percy Moore gave a birthday party Sat
urday night at th home of his brolhti »
Miss Bertha

I.LIH_1

J

Hopkins and Miss Mar; r j
Hopkins’ pareutf
Hopkins, balurda,

Garland vis ted Mis-*
Mr. and Mrs Edward
and Sunday.

Dec. 15.
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RIVER.
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with

pneumonia

Conary,of Brewer,

visited rela

Walter MiUiken is ill
Merrill

P.

t ivea here last week.
Miss Carrie

Wiggln,

Eden, was
Ray Wiggln

of

Mrs. E-slella

guest of
w es k.

Eugene Mosley
into tbo old Whitmore
has

H im

moved

his

house

th

The

las

to

M-ho
j ort

ner

efficiently

an

at the

piano.
made that the

was

I show would be repeated this evening, but
! it has been decided not to do so.

ladies’ aid

will meet with
-..l«> afternoon.

Mrs.

v
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s inan

Mr
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M»

J

keeping

aday
■

Hopes

a

house foi I1

paralytic shock

overy.
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ill have
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school,

Miss Allen

Uforge E. Gray took
at Webb’s

day this week.

pond

Miaa Ruby Havey
visited her
Mrs. Frank Haslam, last week.

an

Lord

Lord and
Miss
Bangor Tuesday.

one

sister,

Bernice

Henry

Mrs.

entertainment auc
tree ou
the afternoon of Dec
ts and friends of the school ar«

s

and

Mrs Nahum Flood and Miss Etta Lord
have been in North Penobscot for a week
visiting their sister, Mrs. Elipbalet Lowell.

entertained

are

Staples

! twenty-five pickerel

Vin Smlf b.

inuel Smith bsd

\

Ti

is

Giles

About f50 was realized from the benefit
dance given W. D Wilson at Hancock
ball on Thursday of last week.
It was a
very pleasant affair.
/
Oscar

i-

l.tr

KI.USWOltTII

Fred Stou<

WEST FEES WORTH.

n

Eppes

P. Cutler acted

The announcement

George A. Fullertor

Belfast last week to join tbi
-Norman” b uiul for a southert

society met with Mrs
Krto Sadler Saturday evening. The prize
ai m won by Ltivi C. Beckwith.
Tui
quilt

of ti

N.

_

Tu

on

Burning I>eck,

the

lackeys, and Miss Nan Drnmmej presided

Lin

most

Ben Bunker and

on

.It....

Charlie

t-r.

went

MMli*
Thu

Boy who stood

H. E. Davis and

family
for

4

were

in

Additional

County News

see

other

pa ye*

West Franklin.
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Well

Men

as

Made Miserable

.o

by

Sidney Trouble.
Ki ocy trouble preys upon the mind, discourses and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be bom
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinates too often, if the
uuuc

-rtiua

reach

n

contrr 1

ic

uic

ucdu ui

11,

wncn

me cnna

age when it should be able to
passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-w ”.:ing. depend upon it. the cause of
th d: .iculty is kidney trouble, and the first
lould be towards the treatment of
step
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kidne; z and bladder and not to a habit as
e suppose.
most \ r
Woas well as men are made miserable
kidney and bladder trouble,
and b ) need the lame great remedy.
The r.. 1J and the immediate effect of
Swanp-Root is soon realized. It is sold
by drip Yts, in fiftycent a ij one
dollar
g
sizes. Y
may have a§
sample bat tie by mail
free, also pamphlet tellHome of swampRoot.
ing all shout it, including many of the
of testimonial letters received
thousa
from sufferers Cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.

When
You
Were
a

Boy
ai«l disobeyed your mother’s
orders you were punished.
Whether you are boy or man,
if you disobey the laws of
Mother Nature she will punish
you. Indigestion is one way
of doing it, and if you are being punished and it hurts, take
the Tras “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.
8 A few doses will stop the pain.

Bertha Shea
Recitation—’The Minuet.Bemb’ce Eldridge
Song—Jack and the Ik-analalk,
Carrie Trcworay
Farce—The Train to Mauro,
Station Agent.Florence Tracy
Mrs Buttermilk...Mrs E E Joy
Johnny Buttermilk.. Marlon Woodward
Death at Kast Illtiehlll.

East Blcehill, Dec. 18<*pecial)—Oscar
R
White died Monday afternoon, aged

I

Rev.

Mr.

Whitcomb

was

Mr. White had been ill
years.
for -orne lime, from the effects of a suustroke received several years ago.
He was an industrious man and a good
citizen. He had worked as teamster for
the Chase granite company several years.
He leaves a widow, two sons and four

in town yes-

Among

Sunday.
The schools will close next Friday.
high school begins about Jauuary 1.

The
w

George Eddy is up from Bar Harbor.
intends to move with his family about
Christmas.
Butler, who has been at work

railroad

years, is

for

two “and

one-half

into the woods.

going
G. C. Williams has bought stumpage of
Moses Abbott, and will put the lumber to
the mill. Julius Darling will haul to the
mill from the H. L. Smith lot.
Dec. 16.
Ch’k’er.

South Ifrooknvill**

Tbe schooner “W. O. Nettleton”, Capt.
Portland
with
Cousins, arrived from
freight tor local merchants Friday. She
will load gravel for Portland.
Tbe selectmen were called by petition
signed by T. T. Harvey and others, to lay
out

a

town road from

tbe

J. S. Condon’s to cottages
last

Tuesday.
sloop

highway near
Deep Cove,

near

J
41

Hector” was cut through
on the waterline by ice Friday.
A large
crew of men, by pumping and balling,
succeeded in keeping her afloat until she
was towed into shoal water, where she
was repaired at next low tide.
Dec. 16.
C.
Tbe

Mrmm.
Isaac Stanley has been in Sorrento and
vicinity the past week, buying herring.
44
Schooner
left
for
Cosmopolitan

Gloucester last week with a load of herring, which will be sold for bait.

Tbe ice dealers are glad to see t he rain
tilling tbe ponds. With a few weeks of
steady cold weather, they will be ready

E.
Foster, formerly of Buck*Washington, D. C., Satui

day.
The Moses greenhouses, for many years
the pride of Bucksport, will soon be a
thing of the past. The new owners,
Buckley & Preble, of Bangor, will close
out tbe business before January 1.
BlueltUl.

Lemuel E. D. Peters, a prominent citizen of Bluebill for many years,died Thursday In tbe eigbty-lbird year of bis age.
An extended obituary will appear in The
American next week.
Seawall.
Mrs Frank Milliken, of Bangor, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Newman.
has

time,

been confined
is better.

its annual

a

weabh-

rough
f
J. C. Harmon has moved his family into
of
the
Ocean
View.
part

John L. Goss is iu
business.

Boston

this week

Immuu-u (Irnaa

steam yacht
cation.

irhn

“Harada”,

Ini

huon

is heme

nn

on

on

fine

Arthur Knowlton has purchased a
horse and carriage of A. B. Saunders.
a

h

a

va-

Miss Bessie Lufkin, w bo lias teen emin Cambridge,
Mss*., returned
home last week.

ployed

Everyone who attended tbo social and
ball in the opera house Monday, said It
was the best one of the season.
%
Miss Lottie Thurlow arrived from Boston Wednesday, and has resumed her
duties in the postoffice.

Noyes

Bros, have issued a small paper,
which will be mailed to the public free.
This is gotten up more for an advertising
scheme than for news, and contains advertisements from all* the leading merchants here.
They intend to issue this
once
a
month and to distribute 1,000

copies.

CHUUCti

to guide us, we have gathered
Witt, the experience?m Y yea" of successful Christmas trailing
be laid under contribution for
could
that
the
of
globe
for this year’s Holiday sell from every quarter
articles suitable for Holiday buying.
and
of
fancy
choicest
the
staple
the purpose, a magnificent (jsf
on this page for buyers with a keen appetite
Of the spiendid (Salts1 'hopping menu set forth
would say that the goods told of in each and
we
for petting the In-st Tali r the least money,
amUhat the prices are absolutely the
the
of
kind,
best
the
as
«
well
every item are new and dcl>
sold.
be
cau
their
character
of
a
lowest for which
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dependable

Cloak

GIVERS.

GIFT

TO

HITS

-Men’s, Women’s and
popular goods, in
Fool, Kid and Leather,
ur Brushes and Combs from 50c.

LOVES

Department.-0 Children's,

all

Shirt waists—Flannel and Merceritto ■
Sateen, Taffeta and Brilliantine I
CUT PRICES.
I

j

Sllkolene at 12 1-2 cts. per yard—oorB
First, visit our (')oak Room. All w 55.
15c. grade.
Jackets, Coats, Th(tee-quarters and
Silk Handkerchiefs, {’lain, Japanese,■
Full I.ength Newmarkets and Rag- MMDKERCHIEFSHemstitched, all grades.
lans, Ca]>es, suits. Dress and Walking
,5
Skirts, Children’s and Misses’ Gar- r,t- Men, Women and Children, all
ments, you will find there in large as- Tales in Silk, Linen and Cotton,
SOAPS IN FANCY BOXES.
sortment marked down to a figure ’am. Hemmed, Hemstitched, Ini
|
which brings them down to a scale of ii. Embroidered, Lace and Bio-;
"drove Clastic* in Fancy Holes, 25 an.:B
bargains far below their actual worth. kit'd—over 500 dozen of them— j 50 cts.
s
no- from 3c. to *2 apiepe.
Stand Covers, stamped,
embroidH
J-r Hat 1’ins, 10, 25 and 50 cts.
ered and plain, from 25c. to 51.
M
i
C>.line Bags,25, 80. 75. 51, 51 50, >2,
lS add f-1.
Storm Skirts from $2.50 to S7.50
Slip* Bags, 50, 75, *1. 51 50 and 52. j
Hii-rt'hief Boxes, Celluloid, Willow
Taffeta Silk Waist* from 5-1 50 to V B
\leatherette, in, 25, 50 up to 52.
The same In i’eau de Sole at u
Second, visit our Fur Department
in
Furs always were and always will l>e Ho WELLS
Aluminum,; and 50 50.
a telling feature of women’s wear—
lk. d. Oxidized, Enameled Metal, Tam O'shantera, 50;and 80 cts.
el;,c. to 51.
just now they are the vogue. Our furs
Toques at 50 cts.
combine the elegance and completeTooth Brushes from 5 to 50 cts.
the latest and licst
JEvtiRY
ness of up-to-date fashion, with the
sel novelties in Brooch Bins,
RUGS FROM $1 to $15.
of
low
practical properties
specially by

Fur Department.

Bf.

^B

|H

J

—

>

Biltl, etc.

prices.
Here is a part of the list:
Electric Seal Coats, special reduced
prices at >21 80, *28, flO, *35, >42 50.
Cluster scarfs. >1 50, >2, >2 50, >3, >5
up to >25.
Isabella Iloas from >5 to >25.
.Shaped Scarfs. >5 to >15.
Muffs, >:i to >20.
Children’s Sets from >! to >5.

vf Ladies' Dressing Jack.
‘''’Ot) cts. Until ltnlx-s. 811k
Waists, Silk and Mareen Petti-

Lain 11 lil Soles.
Batti* l- I.ace,
Manic »,-ts in
50e. I

Thread, Patterns-

Fancy

per

I ft,

Whisk Itrooms from 10 to 50 cts.

m.

from flue. to 52
Work Hoses from 25c. to 5-1.

53,

Writing Boxes.

25, 50 and 75 cts.

Speeiai

in which we show
ment.

an

enormous

assort-

s|H-i'ial

s

in

UMBRELLAS.

l'oiupaeJouBnbe.
Down

The following is an indexed Price
List of the largest part of our

HOLIDAY GOODS.
Aprons. 23, 37 1-2, 30 lip to $!.
Arm Bands and darters, 23 and 50 cts.
Baskets from 10c. to $2.
Card Cases, 25 to 75 ets.
Celluloid Boxes from 25c. to *2.
Celluloid dlove, Handkerchief and
Necktie Boxes, 23, 50, 75, and $1.
Cut-work Scarf Doilies, 10, 15, 20, 25,
35, 50 and $1.
Clocks,Fancy Design, $1, si 50, >2

trade.

Mi

10,13 and 23 eta.

latest.
Wlien a man or
very
has everything else, they usually think very kindly of an Umbrella
woman

to 11.30

We have over 250 to choose from.

PUR8E1 and

pc4ket
■'pecial

books. specially adapted

men

atlcMii

dren.

trculie long

.s.

bill book

Prie

purse for chilV. to Id.

laim

and Pocket Comlis, all prices.
Dolls from 10c. to tl.
Eiderdown Dressing Sacques from 50c.

RIBBOlSWe

are oiIeriiu.l
ment of Itiblil

Opening

citv-iii

enormous assortthe largest in the
of

allgiis

to *3.

FANS—Special bargains
Holiday trade.

for tlie |

Fancy Pillow Tops, 25 and 50
Fancy.Piilow Cords.
Footing for Handkerchiefs.

cts.

SATIN. TAFtTA, LIBERTY
and FANA RIBBONS.
Soap iloxes, i 'tdlilid and Metal.
>aci|ues f,.r Infant from 25c. to II.

:*i

good

I

Toilet Articles.
of

and $3.

Dressing

Price*

Silver

Sterling

for

lallest

to the

fur presents.

from SI 50 to SO 50.
02. *2 50 and SI are of extra
values.

in railed to this assortment. IV e carry in these the
chen|*\st ilie very llnest in qualll>- We ti ltIt.-in in all sizes and

sliajs

The handles and trimmings lit

the

slip*.

WlltjjOc.

for the Christmas

good

Built extra

Ben.

Pillow To]

J

--

Toilet Cases from 10c. to $2.50
value

Mack Boli.ml Mercerized at 11,
*1 *5,
12 30, IS, and 13 30.
l'lnsh iiai.B jailors, best quality, at
lOd*. js

and En-

UI/.II.

values at

51,51 ml 22 50

prettier presents than Table
Linen, Napkins, Towels, Bedspreads,

Paper

I-L

--

rt 11 III ■— Some

Next, LINENS.

Box

--

PHOTO mUMS

1

Watches at
Wrappers

52 50,

B

yard.

We have a Urge line
■Vonieii and t Children.
I in I '.lack, and Black and
si r-n. 52.

A

from 25c. to 51.
Valenciennes laices from 2c. to*®4

Boxes from

Mlrro An -rfio. to 52 50.

j

i

Clothes from 25c. to 51.
Toilet Sets from 50c. to 55.
Trays, Kbonokl, Japanese, Aluminum

Tray

LatitMlags.

coats.

NOT ICS.

Holiday Exhibits.
ishing Leaders.

Aston-

Tb»
These make pretty presents.
assortment is too choice and magnificent to hurry through. You want to
Prices from
I select them with care.
25c. to S2.50.

PORTIERES, the stronjiest line wJ

RUGS, CURTAINS

j

have

ever

and

shown.

Oiir centre tables will be loaded with
which it is impossible to think of or to
many
Sufficient we are lowing a larger, better and more novel assortment
suitable for holiday gifts than other dealers.
We st( keep the high standard of anything we offer for

UNITARIAN.
==
==

sale.

(>nr customers are assured of

m7

CONGREGATIONAL.

J. M. Adams, pastor.
at 7.30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 22—Morning service at
Rev.

Friday evening

10.30. Sunday
service at 7.

school at

11.45.

LAKEWOOD.

All welcome.

Trenton—Service Sunday mt 2.30 p. m.;
Mr. Kerr.
METHODI8T EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Dec. 22—Morning service al
10 30
Christmas sermon by pastor; special music. Sunday school at 11 45. Junior
league, 3 p. m. Epworth league at 6 30
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p.m.;
Mr. Simonton.

evening

Christmas
sermon
Mr. Simonton.

Garland visited her sister,
Mrs. Agnes Moore, in Brewer, recently.
Miss Josie

Kerr, pastor.

Sunday, Dec. 22—Morning service at
10 30. Christmas sermon by the pastor
Sunday school at 12 m. Junior C. E. at 6
p. m.
Evening preaching service at 7.
Subject: “Who Ought to Reform the
There will be special Christmas
City.”
music at both morning and evening ser-

at 7.

.jrchandise

at the lowest

S3

=s

possible prices.

caIlert.

ttiimiimitimlimmmiiiimiii mniti mini

timnmiiii11 h?-

Evening

Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Free music class at close of meeting.

—■

getting correct

—!1!!'!!!!!! .*!!,*I,*!!!!!!I.1I.1)*!!)!**)!11(innti111111j111111111ti

BAPTIST.

Jiayside

f&nJ.arUelea,

enumerate in an advertisement.

Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 22— Morning service at
10 30.
Sermon appropriate to the Christ
mas
season.
Sunday school at 1145.
Christmas service.

vices.

j

STORE,

_

Rev. David

Dec. 16.

L F. Newman, who
to the house for some

Grange Meeting.

Btonington.
The fishermen report very
er the past week.

to fill their ice-houses.

Bucksport.
Rev. I avis
port, died at

by Gov.

nominations

The State grange is bolding
Dueling in Bangor this week.

He

Hiram A.

by the Governor.

Hill are the following in Hancock county:
Notaries public—J E Bunker, jr., Eden;
Fred L. Mason. Ellsworth.
Justice of the peace and quorum—John
*
H. Brimmer. EMsworrh.
State

Rev. D. B. Smith preached at Haucock

the

recent

wise you will do it at

are

M. GLLERT’S

daughters.

terday.

on

j

fifty-nine

Nominated

SUmnttsrmcrts.
:n as

Opening chorus.Class
Recitation—Going on an Errand..*. Mae JMudor
German cradle song...Clara Moore
Flap drill, Helen Sealley, Marlon Woolward
Edna Springer, Ethel
Ruth
Brown.
Lord, Bernlecc Eldridge, Clara Moore,

4 if you

No

COUNTYNEWS.

*

W

on

1DOQUR HRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY |

Sunday

AN I'UUUVUILIil.
NGUNPPyiFNT
CALIFORN A

Norris Moore stsrted out iu the storm
hunting, last Tuesday, aud shot a good
buck deer.

t

KING

the
tu great) r portion of

BM1I S<»1<1
Treasury

Stock of the

COLD

CO.,
HO.

MINES

we wish to state the bal■nice will be offered ut

r*e_dtC

r
Caij
Plant
In the world to treat
largest
Cyanide
Emery O. Frazier went to Sourduahunk the enormous
output ore. We are building a railroad to connect the m>'
am
Friday to assist Messrs. McDonald and
fne work
'!•
wing energetically pushed forward to completion,m>Iie
*j***,P?!
Moore in taking trout spawn. They have everything will be in If
The
f«l operation by the first of February next.
will
earn and pay dividnds from
one million eggs on band to be
the start.
shipped
i o not
to tbe Green Lake hatchery, by the last f
delay, but a*ply at once for prospectus and information to

" 6 are rai’*llly

February.

MRS.

Constipation

diarrhoea when
Cascarets Candy Cathartic will make
them act naturally. Genuine tablets
stamped C. C. C. Never sold in
bulk. All druggists, roc.
your bowels

are

or

out of order.

the

ISABiAJ*.
a4l

Keep Your Bowels Strong.

bulling

FRENCH

BUKER
BTWtw-.

HERBERT L. HERRICK
Bluehill,
*

Maine.

taxidermist.
irfet-clatH
Workmaxtfthip

Give Trial Order.

Reasonable

Price

Corre»j><..a44fcfcee

I- -tettc

Agent,

CHASE,
BANCOB
«-«

ME.

-»«.♦»<

_

*C

Boston Terrier
.-5o.

CSitS^vr.

c0
GEO. S. HARRIS &
...BOSTON, MASS-

J

